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Train in the iouudat.i.on skills of stage cumLat. World-class md·ustry pro-
lc,ssionnls kach tc,:hniqucs h Rapier ,1nd Dagger, Utiartned ancl 
Broadsword. Additionally, participants will receive an introdnction to 
QuartcJ:staff, film fighting, and other weapon styles. Patticipants may opt to 
lake an ,uJjudicaLcd ;:,lJllo Proficiency Test at the ;;nd of the v.,urhhop. 
Intermediate Actor/Combatant Workshop (IACW) 
Move past Lhe Lasic, in this .:xciung workshup. ;)tu<ly many weapon st:yks 
,md other i~sues of fight performance, fr,1· SLlf5e a11d film. Bnild c,nt,, you,· 
exi~ting knowledge of st'<lge combat under the tutelage of a wide array of 
world-class industry professionals. Participants may opt to take a combina-
tion of adjudic,,Led Skills Proficiency T'c:;ts or Rcne\,al 'l'esl:, in up LO six 
we0pon forms HI the workshop. T'rercquisitics an,1 acldit1onal papnw,,rk ar1, 
1·eqnired to apply for the 1/1.C\v. 
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I oul Wcgnoc, on, of the rou»di»g mernbns of the SWecc,.ta School of Defence in Australia, has gracimL.sly allowed T. he.Fight 
Master to reprint his essay on "Gaelic Svmrdsmnnship" which recently appeal'ed in Tlighland Swordsmanship ed1ted by Mark 
_ Rector and printed by Chivalry Bookshelf. Wagner has a number of works forthcoming including Master of Defence.· The 
Works of George Silver, with Paladin Press, due out in October 2003 and a work with Stephen Hand which puts techniques gleaned 
from the illustrations in the 1-33 MS into practice entitled Medieval Swol'd and Buckler according to T.33 is due out through Chivalry 
Bookshelf, in fall of 2003 al the same Lime as Jeffrey Forge11g's translation of Lhe manuscripl will bt: published. 
Like so many connoisseurs of the swmihbuckling films of the J 930's and 40's, Dr. Michael Kirkland admired the suave, athletic 
execution of Fred Cnven 's competition sabre-based fight choreography as performed by the likes of Erro1 Flynn, Tyrone Power and 
Basil Rathbone even though they were filmed at a slow speed in order to speed up the action. Then something decidedly different, 
fresh and unique became the Hollywood traditional competition cpee blades. J:light choreography was slowed down rather than speed-
ed up. The combatants were seen owr-lunging, fighting off-center, grappling, flipping and falling. The new style of fighting came 
about because of Lhe innovaLivc work of Bill Ilobbs. Wilh the re-release of Lester's Three lvfusketeers and Four Musketeers, Kirkland 
set out on a quest to lry and interview some of those people involved with those films that changed the whole natLLre uf stage combat. 
The first part of his interview -with Michael York, rcvea1s some behind the scenes facts that one may have ncvel' known, along with 
some vivid descriptions on the action in the film T'lte Three Musketeers. 
With all the emphasis on action movies and the kind of excitement they create, Darrell Rushton takes a look at one of the leading 
action-directors, Wo Ping, to decipher what the stage combat choreographer can learn from the Hong Kong Cinema. 
And then Lhose who were enamoun:d by all those cowboy weslcms have a chance to take a look at a new whip technique devel-
oped by A11thony de Longin that might help the user learn how lo have a better handle controlling the \\hip. 
Lloyd Caldwell and Kevin Otos show how integrating slapstick into the acting cul'riculum may help the actor/comhatant witl1 their 
stage combat along with very specific examples from two approaches. 
Articles for consideration in the Spring/Summer 2004 issue need to be received by November 1, 2003. 
Feinting the pen bJiskly, 
Linda Carlyle McCollum 
Lloyd Caldwell is on the LbeaLrn faculty at the University of Mississippi wh0re ho 
teaches scting:, voiee, and stage combat. He al~o serve~ as an as~nciatc erlitor for I'he 
Fight Maste1: 
Michael Chin, NYC hght Director and professional a.ctm, is the NSCW Coordinator 
and founding member of Fights->. He coordinate, the "JY Regional Workshop. is on 
faculty at Pace University in Manhattan and tcachos stage combat at Brooklyn Colkge. 
Michael Kirkland, Ph.D. is the chair of the Dcpa:rtme11t of Theatre Arts at Regent 
University. K.:irkland has taught aml chureoi;raphcd !or the Houston Grand Opera, 
Hou~ton Shakespeare & %aw Feftivals, the Universitie~ of Vlichigan. Utah and 
Oklahoma. 
Anthony De Longis was the Sword master for the new film Second Hand Uons and 
Whip Master ror llelldorado. He whip trciined ,ind chorcogrnphed Michelle Pfci ffer as 
Catwou1an and Angelica Houston ,\lld Ellen Barkin for Biifla/o GMs & Wild Bill. He 
was coonlinalur and Sword and Whip Master for the action series i he Queen of Swordo. 
Kevin (;. Otos is un the theatre faculty at Oklahoma Stuw Uuiver;;ity where he teaches 
acting, movement. text. and directs. 
Darrell Scott Rn~bton will he c0mpkting his \1FA at Virginia Commonwealth 
University in December 2003 under David S. Leong and Dr. Aaron Anderson. 
J. Allen Suddeth, past President mid flght Master of the SA.FD, is the author of Fight 
Directing for the Theatre. 1\ Fit'ht Director 011 Brmtdv- ay, in regional theatres ,md on 
daytime television drama, he teaches at the Lee Strasbcrg Institute and NYU and has run 
the fight Dircdor':, Workshop at the Cek:bration Barn for seven year,. 
Paul Wagner is a fo1mding n,cmbcr of the Stoccata School of Defence 
(http://www.stoccata.org) and teaches classes and courses on Silver's Single Swnrd and 
Sword-and-Buckler, English Quarterstaff, English Backsword, English l .ongRword, the 
Rapier or Joseph Swetnam, Sworcl-and-Buckkr accurding to 1.33 ,111d Sword and Large 
Shield reconstructed frorn Talhoffer. 
2 The Fight Master • 
Articles and letters for 171e Fight Alaster are 
accepted at anytime. Articles intended for inclu-
sion in the Spring/Summer issue must be received 
by November 1. Articles intended for inclusion iu 
the Fall Winter issue must be received by June 1. 
Submissions to The Fight .Master 
should be sent to: 
lJNLV Dept. of Theatre 
4505 Maryland Parkway 
Las Vegas, NV 89154-5044 
Pax (702) 895-0833 
roccollum@ccmail. ncvada. cdu 
Submitted material wiH be edite<l for clarity and 
length. Articles should be typed, and include a 
short biography, 50 ,.vmds or kss, about the author. 
Please include your address, phone/fax and e-mail 
address in your correspondence. 
Fall/Winter 2003 
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ll! he F;ght M. ast~r .is ,~urrenlly seek~g active ph. otos of stage combat ~or upcoming issues. Black & white and color prints (no 
smaller than 4 x 6 ) and shdcs wtll be accepted .. All photos should 111clude the performers' names and roles if fewer than five 
are pictured, photographer, play, playwright, fight director, theatre company and year of performance. Photos should also 
include rel urn addre~s. Without this information, pictures cannot be usi;;d. 8" x 1 O" plints or color slid.;s with strong verLical 01)enta-
tions are also desired for covers; these should be shol as close up as possible (full bodies need not be visible). 
Photos from digital cameras will be accepted once guidelines have been decided. Please check next issue for these guidelines. 
The deadline for graphic material for the Fall/Winter issue is July .31st, for the Spring/Summer issue is January 31st. Fulurc submis-
sions are ,wcepteu at any time. Send all prints sandwichi;;d bet\veen tvvo pieces of cardboard in an envelope clearly bbehld ''Photos -
Do Not Bend" to: 
John Tovar 
3810 N. Oakley Ave, 2nd l<'loor 
Chicago, IL 60618-3814 
If there arc any questions, please feel free to call (63'0) 330-429] or e-mail JTovarSAFD@aol.com .. \g11in, exciting photos arc encouraged 
from all level!'l of the SAFD membership. 
John Tovar 
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On the Front Cover: 
Le Vkomte de Vahnont (Don Smith) gets his point 
across to Le Chevalier Danceny (Andre Vawdry) in 
Cluistopher Hampton's ks Liaisons Dcmgereuses at 
Illinois State University. Directed by Karen Kessler; 
Fight Choreography by Jolm Manz.elli; Photograph by 
Pete Guither. 
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On the Back Cover: 
D' Altagtlan (Richard Rae1he1; light) battles Bicaret 
(Chuck Coy!) in the 1982 production of The Three 
Musketeers at the Dallas TI1eatre Center. Fight 
Chorcogmphy by David Boushcy. P:10tograph by 
Margaret Raether. 
Visit the blazing SAFD 
Website 
• Member Representatives 
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• Certified Teachers 
• Fight Directors 
• Fight Masters 
• Membership Information 
+ Regional Workshops 
+ Upcoming Events 
• Directory 
• Links 
www.sald.org 
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Call the SAFD Hotline 
1-800-65 9-65 79 
For stage combat assistance, workshop 
information, and general questions. 
Call 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern Standard Time 
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• ecently the founder 
of the Socicly of 
~ American Fight 
Directors (SAFD), David 
Boushey. announced that 
he would be retiring as an 
active member of the orga-
nization. Upon hearing of 
Boushey's intention to 
retire, the governing body 
voted unanimously to 
award him with emeritus 
status. A ceremony was 
hdd at the annual National 
Stage Combat Workshop 
cm weapons night this past 
summer. Boushey was 
presented with a sword, 
donated by Lewis Shaw. 
Boushey will not be leaving the SAFD entirely; however, he will 
still be running the International Stunt School, adjudicating the 
occasional test and making the odd appearance at regional work-
shops. 
Congratulations are due to Richard Ryan who was inducted into 
the College of Fight Masters this summer. Ryan, who was bu:-.y 
working on a film shooting in Mexico when he got the news. 
In an effort to expand the diversity of the instructional offerings, 
the SAPD and the North Carolina School of the Arts (NCSA) have 
entered into talks centered on the creation of a new national work-
shop. This workshop, to be held in partnership with NCSA, 
would be a non-testing workshop aimed primarily at high school-
aged students and would take place in June at the NCSA campus 
in Win~ton-Salem. The SAFD is also exploring the possibility of 
moving next year's Teacher Training Workshop to NCSA to be 
held at the same time as the new high school workshop. The new 
workshop will be an SAFD addition, rather than a replcicement, 
and is in no way intended to compete with or replace the NSC\V, 
The Fight Master 
now held at the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV). The 
SAFD values its relationship with UNLV greatly and plan to con-
tinue offering the NSCW there as long as UNLV is willing. 
While far from being finalized. this new workshop and partner-
ship is an exciting opportunity for the SAFD to expand its offer-
ings and forge new business relationships. 
Th1e progr~ss of lhe Union Negotiation Committee continues to 
move slowly forward. Tt appears that the SAFD petition to be rep-
resented by American Guild of Musical Artists (AGMA) in 
venues organized by AGMA will be presented to the National 
Labor Relations Board (NLRB) in the next year or so. The admin-
istration of AGMA has been very supportive of the SAFD1s 
efforts. The SAFD feels it has a strong case and expects a favor-
able ruling from the NLRB. 
Fight the Good Fight, 
Chuck Coyl 
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photo highlights from J•mie Cheatham's thosis projecl, Violellt Delights, featuring MFA candidutes: Robin Armstrong, Jerry Tan, Tiza Garland, Jin1 i)uesenbury & Jamie Cheatham 
Virginia Commonwealth University • School of the Arts • Department of Theatre 
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financial aid & assistantships available 
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David S. Leong, Chairman 
804 828.1514 
dsleong@saturn.vcu.edu 
www.vcu.edu/artweb/Theatre/ 
affiliated with TlieatreVirginia,a constituent member of 
the League of liesident Theatres 
Virginia Commonwealth Universily 
School of the Arts 
Department of Theatre 
922 Park Avenue• PO Box 842524 
Richmon( Virginia 23284-2524 
vcu 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
an equal o/J/Jortunity/affirrnativc 
action institution 
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Gaelic Swordsmanship 
By Paul Wagner 
I he Scottish Highlanders were one of Europe's last tribal societies, and inherited many customs and institutions vir-
tually unchanged from the ancient Celtic tribes. The 
sword in particuhlr held fl special place in Highland culture, and 
theses Celtic tribes were one of history's few primarily sword-
armed armies, amazing a remarkable series of victories over con-
ventional troops throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. While a considerable amount of literature exists on the 
tactics used by the Gaels, such as the famous Highland Charge, 
Gaelic swordsmanship itself has received little attention and is 
often dismissed as being simple or crude. However, it could be 
argued that the secret of the Highlander's military success lay not 
in the tactics of the clan armies but at the level of the individual 
swordsman. 
Highland Weaponry 
Before the disarming art of 1747, the Highland wmTior was 
one of the most completely armed in Europe. A Highlander's 
weapons were an essential part of his character. They were worn 
as a normal part of his attire, and rarely did he venture forth with-
out a range of arms upon his person. ln the eighteenth century it 
was recorded that: 
... it is well known that highlanders go about almost con-
stantly armed, partly with a view of being always ready 
to defend themselves or to nttack t.heir enemies, and 
partly that being accustomed to the instruments of death 
they may be less apprehensive of them. (Logan ) 
The ownership of and proficiency with weapons were part of 
the duty of every clansman to his chiet~ and the highlands could 
produce a formidably armory. A roll taken by the Earl of Atoll 
in 1638 records that 523 men between them owned 448 swords, 
three two-handed swords, 112 guns, eleven pistols, 149 bows, 
125 target, nine lochaber axes, two halberds, eleven breastplates, 
eight headpieces, two steel bonnets, a pair of plate sleeves, and 
a coat of mail (Wallace ). A number of the clansmen's 
weapons were unique to the Highlands, sueh as the all-steel 
Scottish pistol t.hat made a useful club after it was discharged. 
Little can be said of the use of such unique arms, except that the 
techniques would have presumably been somewhat equivalent 
to those found in other Western European nations for broadly 
similar weapons (Galas 41). 
The disk, for instance, was a thick-backed single-· 
edged dagger often up to eighteen inches long and some-
times held in the left hand in conjunction with the target. 
Always held in an overhand grip, it was presumably 
wielded in much the same way as the long daggers of 
medieval masters such as Talhoffer and Fiore <lei Liberi, tak-
ing advantage of the long blade to perform locking techniques. 
(Talhoffer ) 
The Lochaber axes was another unique weapon, consisting of 
a large cleaver-like blade, often backed by a hook, mounted on a 
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long shaft and usually tipped with a butt spike. Although few 
existing examples survive on their original shafts, period depic-
tions of the weapons indicate a pole of eight to nine feet long sug-
gesting a mode ofuse equivalent to that of the Welsh Hook, a sim-
ilarly long, light pole arm, as described by George Silver and 
Joseph Swetnam, rather than the shorter, heavier pole axes of 
continental Europe (Silver Ch 19, 20). 
The distinctive Highland form of two-handed sword, collo-
quially (if incorrectly) known as a clawhammer, is a particularly 
interesting weapon. The dynast quatrefoil-terminated quillons 
and long handle give the sword an immediately impressive look, 
but the broad, thin blade, optimized for cutting, was relatively 
short and light compared to other forms of two handed swords. 
With a remarkably consistent length of around 135 cm, and a 
blade of only aroun<l one millimeter, these swords were signifi-
cantly shorter than either European or Lowland Scottish tundras, 
which both averaged about 170 cm in length. They were also 
light, averaging only 2.2 kg, compared to the 3-3.5 kg of conti-
nental European and Lowland Scottish two-handed swords. 
However, the weights and dimensions of the weapon match 
closely with that recommended by the Englishman George Silver. 
This suggests that English fencing sources, inclu<ling the obscure 
Ludlow (Additional MS. 39564) and Ilarlan MS. 3542 
manuscripts, might be better models for interpreting their use 
than either the better documented Uerman and Italian traditions. 
According to Stuart Reid, one of the most distinctive Ilighland 
armaments was the combination of a very broad sword r1nd a 
strong handsome target, which became the standard Highland 
weaponry during the Jacobite era. While bucklers were widely 
used in the Highlands until at least the mid-sixteenth century, the 
target had also been in use since at least the fourteenth century, 
and became the standard Highland shield (Reid 58). The 
Highland t.arget was a stout round shield constrncted of dense, 
strong wood, either oak or Spots pine, with two layers of quarter 
inch planks glued together at right-angles, fanning a strong cross-
ply. The front was covered witl1 tough cow-hide and further 
strengthened with bras~ stt1ds and metal plates on the front and 
sides. The back was covered with cow goat or deer skin, and 
stuffed to absorb blows, and fitted with an .irm loo and iron or 
leather hand grip, allowing a <lisk to be held in the left hand and 
wielded offensively. Some targets also had a ten inch spike that 
could be screwed into the central boss. Surviving targets are 
generally in the eighteen to twenty-one inch range, and were 
thus a unique form of shield, significantly smaller that the 
large round targets described by Renaissance fencing mas-
ters like di Grassi and Myers, but somewhat larger than the 
small bucklers used in medieval manuals such as Tower 
Manuscript 1.33. 
The basket-hilted broadsvrnrd or clawhamrner is one of 
the most distinctive swords in the world, and its origins have 
been hotly debated. Increasingly the evidence suggests that the 
basket-hilt was in fact originally developed by the Scottish 
Highlanders at a surprisingly early date. Simple asymmetrical 
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half-guards or thin bars began to be constructed around simple 
cross-hilts in England around 1520, and by 1560 a classic, fully 
developed Edinburgh style hilt was recorded in a portrvait of 
Lyttleton of Longford. Both the English and Lowland Scots were 
of the opinion that this style of sword was ofHighian<l origin, and 
by 1576 they were universally referred to as he/and hi/tis in 
Scotland or Irishe hilts in England (who referred the Highland 
Gaels as Irish). The style and method of construction of the early 
English examples are directly derived from West Highland spout-
ed or beaked-nosed guards, and even the large spherical pommels 
on early English basket-hilts are identical with much earlier 
Highland two-handed clawhammer pommels, pointing to a 
Highland origin. It seems clear that the basket-hilted broadsword 
was a Highland invention, either inspired by English half-hilts and 
developed prior to about 1540 or developed prior to 1520, becom-
ing the inspiration for the English hilts. 
Highlanders had a preference for long ( approximately one 
meter or forty inches), broad, but thin cutting blades, which the 
German manufacturers called Grouse Schotten or Broad Spots 
blades. Sable blades imported from Europe were also popular, 
and were known as turcacl or Turkish, and even serrat0d blades 
similar to Landsknechte swords existed. The Highlanders called 
the sword a daidheamh mow or big sword, presumably to distin-
guish il from the Lowland smallsword and cut-and-thrust ::,heering 
sword. At least, eno11gh evidence exists to build up a fairly accu-
rate picture of the style of swordsmanship practiced by the clan 
warriors. 
The Highlander in Single Combat 
Individual combal was th0 cornerstone of Celtic wanior soci-
ety. E\ en in the sixteenth century it was standard practice for the 
leaders of Scottish or Irish warrior bands to challeng0 each other 
to si11gl0 combat in the manner of their Tron Age ancestors. For 
example, when an Anglo-Irish force of Galloglassc mercenaries 
under a Captain Mormon encounters some five hundred Highland 
Redshunks in Ulster in 1586, the Scottish commandcr Alexander 
MacSomhairle issued such a challenge, which the English Captain 
was somewhat loathe to accept. Instead a lusty Galloglasse 
declared that he was the real leader of the English force and 
stepped forward and in the ensuing fight was killed. 
It is clear that the only way the famously lmdisciplined 
Highlanders, whose primary tactic was to run towards the enemy 
in a disorderly manner, could have prevailed so regularly over 
conventional soldiery was through a clear superiority at close-
quarter combat (Guest 190). Account8 of the Highland Charg0 
0mphasize the mob-like nature of the clan warriors, whose only 
real ambition seemed to be to close with the enemy as soon as 
possible and engage in single-combat. For example, after the 
charge of the Jacobite right wing had triumphed at Sheriff Muir in 
1715, an eyewitness described how they arrived in such confusion 
that it was impossible to form them according to the line of battle 
projected ... every one posted himself as he found ground (Guest 
183). However, numerous accounts of sevent0enth and eighteenth 
century Highlanders in action exists indicating that as individual 
swordsmen they were superhly sldlkd. 
For example, in 1 fi55 Sir Ewe Cameron of Lushly and thirty-
two of his elite luchd-tagh (household troops) attacked and 
destroyed one hundred thirty-eight English soldiers who had been 
8 The Fight Master 
sent to chop down some of the Cameron's woods, with a loss of 
only five of their own. Rob Roy MacGregor had a reputation as 
the finest broadsword fighter in Scotland, and in his time he 
fought and won a least twenty-two duels, as wdl as fighting in 
several pitched battles and numerous sldrmishes, once attacking 
and killing a dozen Scottish soldiers who were trying to execute a 
young woman. After the battle of Preston pans, a young clansman 
was presented to Prince Charles afier having cut down fourteen 
English soldiers with his broad sword and at Culloden Grilles 
MacBean famously killed fourteen Campbell in his heroic attempt 
to hold the breach in the enclosure wall single-handed. Sergeant 
Donald Macleod was a famous Black Watch man who fought at 
Schellenberg, Blenheim and Romulus, was wounded at 
Sherriffmuir and Fountain, and fought on at Louis berg and 
Queb0c. The champion swordsman of the regiment, he defeated 
two French officers and a German, before being challenged by a 
giant of an Irishman named McLean, who lost his arm for his 
effort. Even the infamous irate Blackbeard, Edward Teach, ha:d no 
answer to Highland swordsmanship when the Royal Navy's 
Lieutenant Maynard boarded hi~ ship in November, 1718. 
Maynard wounded Blackbeard with a pistol shot, then engaged 
the cutlass-armed pirate with his small sword. According to 
Angus Konstam: 
Maynard and Teach them,;elves began the fight with 
their swords, Maynard making a thrust, the point of his 
sword went against Teach's cartridge box, and bonded it 
to the hilt. Teach broke the guard off it, and wounded 
Maynard's fingers but did not disable him, whereupon 
he jumped back and threw away his sword and cut 
Teach's face pretty much; in the interim both compa-
nies engaged in Maynard's sloop, one of Maynard's 
men being a Highlander, engaged Teach with his broad 
sword, who gave each a cui on the neck, Teach saying 
"well clone lad:'' the Highlander replied, "If ii b0 not 
well done, I'll be better." With that he gave him a sec-
ond stroke, which cut off his head, laying it fiat on his 
shoulder (Konstam 2). 
Numerou~ detailed descriptions exist of how the highlanders dealt 
with British bayonet lines. By the time of the J 745 Rebellion the 
British Army had fully developed the concept of defense-in-depth. 
This utilized firing by ranks in otder to keep up continuous fire 
against the charging clansmen, and if the Highlanders even 
reached their target they would have great difficulty penetrating 
th0 hedge of bayonets presented by three close ranks. Although 
often accused of being low to adapt to new military technology, in 
fact the Gaels quickly invented a counter to the ranked defence-
in-depth; 
When within reach of the enemies' bayonet, bending 
their left knee, they, by their attitude, cover tl1eir bodies 
with their targets, that receive the thrusts of the bayo-
nets, which they contrive to parry while, at the same 
time, they raise their sword arm and strike their adver-
sary. Having once got within the bayonets, Lhe fate of 
the battle is decided in an instant, and the carnage fol-
lows; the Highlanders bringing down two men at a time, 
one with their disk in the left hand, and another with the 
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sword (Johnstone 68). 
[They] stooped low below the charged bayon0ts, they 
tossed them upward by the target, irking the front rank 
man with the left hand, while stabbing or hewing down 
the rear rank man with the right; thus, as usual in all 
Highland onsets, the whole body of soldiers was bro-
ken, trod underfoot, and dispersed in a moment 
(Harrington 40). 
The technique described is extremely sophisticated and diffi-
cult to execute " approaching the bayonet line at a run, the swords-
man must drop low with the left leg, deflect the front-ranked bay-
onet upwards with the target, then pass forward with the right 
foot, striking the second-rank soldier to the right with the broad 
sword while simultaneously irking the front-ranked man in the 
chest. This is an extremely impressive feat and is indicative of the 
supreme skill of the Highland warrior. 
The Highlander in Battle 
Although the clan swordsmen were obviously highly skilled, 
no clear record of their fencing methods exist. Celtic culture was, 
by and large, a nonliterary one, and none of the Highland masters 
are known lo have recorded their knowledge as the English. 
Germans or ltalians did, ·while only two Scots who might be 
hoped to be familiar with Highland methods published manuals 
contemporary with the clan period, Sir William Hope and Donald 
McBane. 
Hope devoted a surprising proportion of his books instructing 
his studems how to deal with broadsword-armed opponents, and 
warned them not to lunge, thrust, or even to "Stand not to an 
Ordinary Guard, for then 110 would disable your Sword 
Arm"(Hope 159). By his own admission Hope did not fully 
understand broadsword when he wrote his first few books. His 
later New Method was heavily influenced by Scottish broadsword 
master named Mocker but sadly does not provide any real insights 
to the Highland fencing methods of the day, [Dy the time he came 
to write his New Method of Fencing in 1707, Hope obviously had 
extensive experience with Highland broadsword methods. While 
new in Hope's conception, his hanging guard, his appraisal of dis-
tance, his theory of defense, and his advocacy of downright blows 
with the broadsword may be seen in many older fencing treatises.] 
Although not a clansman, McBane was born in th0 Highlands, 
and proudly boasted of it in his biography " ... at which my 
Highland blood warmed .... '' McBane certainly followed his clan 
as a young man at the battle of Mueller He faced two Highland 
charges, and served for years in a Scottish regiment at Fort 
William, and thus might be most expected to be influenced by the 
clans. He does offer advice on how to deal with Highlanders 
armed with traditional weapons such as broadsword and target 
from which meful insights can be gleaned. Yet by McBane's own 
admission, he knew nothing of swordsmanship until "I went...to a 
Sergeant who Taught Gentlemen the Art of the Small Sword, I 
desire the Favor of him to Teach me that Art of the Sword" 
(McBane 81). McBane remained true to his c01w0ntional training 
in smallsworcl, and rather than the limb-severing, head cleaving 
style of the Highlanders whose swords were wielded circling in 
the air, his attacks with the broadsword were done by "throwing 
quick at the Inside and Outside ofth0 Face," in conventional mil-
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itary style (McI3a110 64, 81 ). 
In contrast, eyewitness accounts of Highlanders in battle are clear 
that they retained a more medieval style of sword play. Lowland 
Scottish and English troops were always horrified by the damage 
done by the Highland broadswords such as Killiekrankie in 1689; 
as dc~cribed-
... the field of battle pres0nted an appalling spectacle 
rarely exhibited evon in the most bloody conflkts. As 
almost all the slain were cut clown by the broad sword 
and the scytl10, the ground was strewn with heads, legs, 
arms, hands and mutilated bodies (Maclean 91). 
... or the local n0wspaper account of the Rattle of Preston pans in 
1745 describes 
Many officers and soldier were cut down through the 
scull and neck, to the very breasts;; others had sculls cut 
off above the ears. Some had both their bodies and 
cross belts cut through at one blow; pikes and small 
swords were cut like willows (Gllest 179). 
The descriptions indicate that the primary attack delivered by 
Highland swordsmen was a descending cut onto the head. 
Accounts of Killiekrankie in 1689 talk of "heads lying 
cloven"(McBane 77), and how "many ... were cut down through 
the scull and neck to the ve1y breasts"(Guest 179), while at 
Culloden Lord Robert Kerr died with "his head being cleft from 
crown to collar-bone"(Guest 200). At Clifton in 1745 the 
English (dismounted) dragoons sent out Lo harass tl1e retreating 
Jacobites were issued with iron helmets to wear beneath their hats, 
and v; hen charged by the McPherson rear-guard "the poor sword 
suffered much, as they were no less than fourteen broke on the 
dragoons skull caps ... before it seems the better way was found of 
doing th0ir business"(Maclean 137). The better way meant the 
thrust, and despite the surprise of the English annor, the highland 
swordsmen still inflicted forty casualties with a loss of only five 
of their own. 
Pictures of Highland Warriors 
Although no native Gaelic fencing manuals exist, iconographic 
evidence can provide a considerable amount of evidence of the 
style of fencing practiced by the native Highlanders prior to the 
Disarming. A number of contemporary illustrations and portraits 
of sword-armed clansmen, confirm they retained a style of fenc-
ing that had passed out of use elsewhere in Europe by around 
1600. The single most common stance depicted in contemporary 
artwork is a High or Open Ward, held left-foot-forward, with the 
shield in front of the chest and the sword elevated above the 
head -Richard Watt's "Alastair Grant the Champion" is one of 
the better known, but many other contemporary pictures show the 
same general position. Such wards are shown or described in 
many mcdi0val and early Renaissance fechtbucher (fencing 
book'>) from throughout Europe, including Tower Manuscript 1.33 
(c. 1300), Talhoffcr (1467), Durer (1520), Meyer (1570) and 
George Silver (159'i). The second most common ward is also 
held left-foot forward,, with the hilt low by the right hip and the 
blade roughly horizontally pointing forward, shown alongside 
Open Ward in David Morier's famous painting "Episode from the 
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Scotch Rebellion" (1747). Silver called this the Passata ward, 
and it is again common in other medieval sources (Silvcruip3Pt4). 
Laurie and Whittle's 1747 engraving "The Battle of Culloden" hus 
a particularly interesting group of figures representing the charge 
of the Jacobite right wing, depicting a variety of wards that seem 
to represent the shift in stance as the clansmen approached the 
bayonet line. The fourth and third men in the row are in a Passata 
and Open Ward respectively, with their shields flat on. The sec-
ond row figure has brought his shield forward and edge-on beside 
his sword-hand, in what can only be likened to the Half-Shield 
ward of MS I33, the oldest known Emopean fencing manual (c. 
1300 AD)(Forgeng 4). The figure in the front row has raised his 
word into Open-Ward, and is receiving a bayonet in the body, 
while the figure to his left is slipping his targe over .to his right 
side to deflect a bayonet aimed at his right armpit while bringing 
his sword down on the Redcoat's head. 
By far the best record of native Highland sword styles are the 
Penicuick Sketches, which clearly demonstrate the commonality 
between the eighteen century Highland style and the Medieval 
form of European swordplay. These arc a series of sketches 
Jrn1vn by an unknown artist in tlrn Pcnicuick area of Scotland dur-
ing the 1745 Jacobite Rebellion, and consist of around fifty fig-
ures, of which around a dozen are am1ed with sword and targe. 
The sketches show ample evidence of close observation of actual 
Highlanders, with their garb, arms and accoutrements all accu-
rately drawn, and it is a fair assumption that the fighting postures 
illustrated are also an accurate representation of the actual use of 
Highland weapons. 
Like other contemporary illustrations, nearly all the Penicuick 
figures are standing sword-foot back, in the Medieval style stance, 
with weapons charged ready to deliver powerful cuts on-the-pass. 
The combatants are generally in a low crouch, their feet widely 
spaced, forming the typical L-shape with the front foot pointing at 
target, and the rear foot roughly a right angle to it. Interestingly, 
four of the fourteen figures are left-handed, which might be con-
sidered artistic license intended to make the exotic Gaels appear 
more sinister except that they are known individuals, identified by 
name. [In Witness to Rebellion, the author suggests that these fig-
ures may have been meant for the engraver, and were thus drawn 
in reverse. However, the arrangement of the button on the coat of 
figure (c) on the preceding page does not confonn to this notion, 
and so the editor is inclined to accept Mr. Wagner's the01y that 
these gentlemen are indeed depicted as being left-handed.] Only 
one figure has a sword alone. While the rest are all wielding 
targcs, none have a dirk gripped in their shield hand as well. 
The sword positions depicted in the Penicuick Sketches are var-
ied and particularly revealing, and their relationship to Medieval 
swordplay is immediately obvious. Open Ward is shown once 
again but the most common is a variation with the blade vertical 
and the sword hilt pulled back roughly level with the right shoul-
der. The only rer1l analog of this appears in 1.33 as one of the 
Priests's special wards, held by the enigmatic Walpurgis, who is a 
female combatant who appears in the second half of the 
manuscript, and the reason for her inclusion, by name no less, is 
unclear. 
Two figm-es are in the Open Ward and two arc in what 1.33 
names Underarm, and another has adopted an outside hanging 
ward with low hilt, shown in both Silver and 1.33. One is in a Low 
Ward found in medieval longsword and Italian Renaissance sword 
and buckler treatises. The right-foot-forward Medium, Inside and 
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Outside guards typical of tlle later military style of Highland 
broadsword arc notable by their absence. It should be noted that 
parallels between the depicted highland wards and those for 
sword-and-buckler in some Renaissance Italian manuals exists, as 
well as, significant differences. 
The targe positions shown in the Penicuick Sketches are more 
difficult to interpret than the sword wards. Some of the figures 
appear to have their targes held close to the left of their face, on at 
least a forty-five degree angle if not flat-on. They would thus 
seem to be in danger of obscuring the swordsman's vision, despite 
McBane's warning that "a Man that does not understand the targe 
is better without it that with it, as it blinds his own Eyes" (McBane 
60). In other sketches, tlle targes are low and flat-on, protecting 
the body, or edge on, protecting the left side and closing the lines 
to the swordarm. 
This variety of postures might be explained by the different 
conditions of use the Highland soldiers had to face. For example, 
against a bayonet line, the shield might be expected to be held low 
to guard the belly. When dueling a British officer armed with a 
single-sword, the shield might be best separated from the sword, 
but when dueling another shield-armed clansman it might be kept 
closer to the line of attack, While coming under fire ( one sketch 
shows tlle men facing a dragoon charge and being fired on by pis-
tols) they would be held up to cover the face. 
Apart from the aforementioned example of the dragoons, 
which of these possibilities any of the Penicuick figures were 
engaged in or practicing for when sketched, arc indicated except 
in one case. Here two clansmen are shown dueling with sword 
and shield in a very dramatic action shot. The left-hand figure is 
shown with his shield edge-on by his side, launching an overhand 
thrust at the right-hand figure, who is lurching backwards and 
covering his head with his shield. This would seem to be an 
unlikely reaction to this thrust if that were all that was happening, 
and it would appear that the right-hand figure has stmck first, and 
is lifting his targe to defend the expected counterattack to the head 
as he passes out; However, the defender has passed forward with 
a thrust aimed at the breast, unden1eath the shield. Although little 
in the way of concrete technique can be gained from this sketch, 
it does illustrate the use of passing footwork, movement in-and-
out of distance, and the use of thrusts, cuts and feints as part of· 
.Highland swordplay. 
Conclusion 
The Penicuick Sketches and other iconographic source, 
although invaluable reference material, could not by any stretch 
be said to be enough to reconstruct the native fencing style of the 
Highland clansmen. They do, however, present several clues as to 
which sources would be most appropriate to work with. It is obvi-
ous the Medieval style of swordsmanship was certainly the basis 
of Gaelic technique, even in the mid eighteenth century. Manuals 
such as Fiore, Durer and Talhoffer are certainly appropriate but 
the Englishman George Silver is probably the most relevant 
model, simply because Silver wrote specifically for the basket-
hilted sword (Silver Ch 23). The impressive similarity between 
the wards of the Penicuick Sketches and those shown for swor<l-
and-buckler in Tower Manuscript I. 33 would also suggest that this 
is an appropriate source for reconstructing the use of the targe, 
even if the larger shield necessitates some significant modification 
in 1.33 s technique. 
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by Michael Kirkland 
EDITOR'S NUTE: The thirtieth anniversary of the release of 
Richard Lester's The Three .Musketeers (1973), 1he Four 
Musketeers (1975) and the impact 1hosefi!ms have had on u gen-
eration of fight directors was tl1e impetus for Michael Kirkland's 
interview. While the interview is not in rr style used by thejour-
nal, the information contained was viewed as important to .flght 
directors. 
An Oxford Educated Actor 
Actor Michael York, born Michael Hugh Johnson, first saw the 
light of day March 27, 1942 in Fulmer, Buckinghamshire, 
England. His 1991 erudite autobiography, Accidentally on 
Purpose, ::;howcm:es thi::; vcterun actor's remarkable facility with 
the English bnguagc, as he recounts traversing the ,rnrld and 
working ,vith some of the brightest lights ever to grace the stage 
and screen. Known for appearing in the classics, it is interesting 
to note Mr. York did not attend drama school. This former mem-
ber of the National Youth Theatre opted, instead, to attend Oxford 
University. Herc he cavorted with two somewhat humorous fol-
lows destined to become Pythons ~Monty Pythons·-Tcrry Jones 
and Michael Palin. York wonld, despite countles8 hours spent 
rehearsing numerous Oxford University Dramatic Society 
(OUDS) productions, succeed in graduating with a degree in 
English-with honors. ln a brief biography, fw·nishe<l by Lori 
DcWaal and Associates, Mr. York's publicists, he recounts lhat as 
he completed his studies al Oxford, 11 •• .I jus1 knew 1 wouldn't he 
happy ifT didn't give the profe~sion a try." Following a tradition-
al 8tint in rep, York joined Laurence Olivier's new National 
Theatre Company in 1965 in a production directed by Franco 
Zeffirelli. "A year later I got a call to audition for his film of1.he 
Turning of the Shrew with Richan! Burton and Elizabeth Taylor. 
Luckily, I got the role and with it this other label <1s a movie actor.n 
lt was during his aforementioned stint with the National Theatre 
Company that York took movement and conditioning classes and 
first came into contact with a young fight director by the name of 
William Hobbs. 
York's opportunity to work with the critically acclaimed Italian 
director in his 1967 film version of Shakespeare's The Taming of 
the Shrew was merely the first, as others would soon follow. 
The fight Master 
An l11terview with Actor 
Michael York 
Part I 
CELEBRATING THE THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY 
OF THE RELEASE OF RTCHARD LESTER'S 
THE THREE MUSKETEERS 
AND 
THE FOUR MUSKETEERS 
Sliortly thereafter he would go on to play the tempestuous Tybalt 
in Zeffirelli's award-winning Romeo and Juliet (1968). In that 
film-his straight, blonde locks curled and dyed black--York per-
forms the first of many on-screen duels yet to come. Zeffirelli 
then requested he take the role of John the Baptist. in his 1977 
epic television mini-series, JesL1s ofNazareth. 
+ 
His work with Zeffirelli in The Taming of foe Shrew (1967) 
and Romeo and Juliet opened the door to a film career th8t soon 
saw York firmly ensconced on the Hollywood and London" A" list 
of young leading men throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s. 
York would go on to turn in acclaimed performances in such films 
a8 Bub Fosse's Oscar-winning film adaptation of the Broadway 
musical, Cabaret (1972) opposite Liza Minndli; the st,1r-stL1dded 
Murder on the Orient Express (1974); Mrnty Pelclmrn1's irrc\·ercnt 
The Last Remake of Beau Geste (1977); Richard Lester's muske-
teer trilogy, The Three Musketeers (1973), The Four Musketeers · 
(1975), and The Return of the Musketeers (1989); the title char-
acter in the sci-fi classic Logan's Run (1976); and with Burt 
Lanca8ter in The Islanu of Dr. Moreau (1977), ln 1984 he made 
an auspicious return to swashbuckling when he appeared as (he 
dissolute older brother fames "Jamie" Drnric in a critically 
acclaimed made-for-television production of The Master of 
Dallantrae (1984). This swashbuckling talc, set in 18th century 
Scotland, required the accomplished swordsman the challenge of 
a lengthy sabre duel, pcrfonm:<l at night, to torchlight, on a rocky 
staircase, against his younger brother (and arch nemesis), played 
by actor Richard Thomas. 
More recentlv, fans of Mr. York's have enjoyed his appearances 
in Mike Meyer's trilogy of Austin· Powers movies, as Basil 
Exposition. Ile has also appeared as a guest artist in Larry 
David's HBO series Curb Your Enthusiasm. Thost: specifically 
interested in Mr. York's exploits as a swordsman of the stage and 
screen will he pleased to note that recently Mr. Ymk traveled to 
Croatia to don l1is spurs 811d unsheathe his sword, yet ag8in, as 
D'A1tangan. This time, in the Hallmark Pictures production of La 
Femme Musketeer (2003), the gallant Gascon has a swashbuck-
ling daughter at his side. 
ivlr. York is also much in demand as an imernationally respect~ 
eJ lecturer on Shakespeare, Rudyard Kipling, and the art and his-
tory uf acting. Por hib myriad contributions to his profession he 
bas been presented with such awards as the Order of the British 
Empire, France's Ordre National de~ Arts et Lettres, and in 2002, 
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a Star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. 
The lVIise en Scene 
The interview took place in York's West Hollywood home 
where he talked and watched the fight sequences from two 
Musketeer films which had been newly released and remastered 
by Anchor Bay Films. 
Hanging on the wall in the den, next to the home theatre was 
an original Lawrence Irving design for Michael Redgrave': per-
formance of the title character in his Old Vic production of 
Hamlet signed by Redgrave himself. The room invoked India 
which should not be a surprise as York has traveled to India and 
has an affinity for that country and its culture. Three glass-front-
ed cabinets offered several Lladro and similarly styled statuettes 
of varying sizes. These statues depicted an array of characters 
drawn from the works of Shakespeare and Dickens, a miniature of 
David Garrick in the title role of Richard III, and a small statue of 
Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac. To the rear of the den two sizable 
wooden doors were slightly ajar, revealing York's spacious and 
obviously well used study. The wall behind his desk appl;)ared to 
be devoured hy bookcases bursting with various hardbound vol-
umes and sporting several figurines dressed in 18th century finery. 
Suspended on the off-white, stucco walls of the study were sever-
al posters, drawings, and photographs--many exhibiting a swash-
buckling theme. His wooden work desk was adorned with two 
musketeer statues, standing twelve or thirteen inches height, and 
featured a statue of what appeared to be the Biblical figure of John 
the Baptist. The room also hm1sed an ornate globe in a comer 
near a French window-like door; This door opened onto tasteful-
ly spare patio which offered, as it's centerpiece, a pristine pool in 
the foreground and an awe inspiring view of the Los Angeles sky-
line in the distance. 
Upon inserting The Three Musketeers in the DVD player of his 
home entertainment center, the interview began. 
The Interview 
~K: Let me state at the outset that the Lester films were inspir-
mg, not only for me, but for a lot of other fight directors now stag-
ing fights around the world . 
[The opening credits for The Three Musketeers begin to roll as 
two combatants, one older and one younger, fight ferociously. 
This very phy8ical fight, complete with backhand punches a~d 
kicks, sets the tonality of the fights that will follow over the course 
of the two films.] 
MK: Who is that actor working with you in this opening fight 
sequence? He looks very familiar. 
MY: That's Joss Acldand ... playing my father. 
MK: Of course ... Lethal Weapon 2 and The Search for Red 
October. Was this opening fight between D' Artangan and his 
father originally intended to present the opening credits? Was it 
written into the script for that purpose? 
[The younger swordsman suddenly appears to have the upper 
14 The Fight Master + 
hand as he bncks the older up against a wooden support beam. 
The younger fighter thrusts toward the older fighter's face. 111· a 
surprising reversal, the older swordsman suddenly ducks, exe-
cutes a forward roll, and places the point of his sword at the 
younger swordsman's throat. He has him. Only then does the dia-
logue reveal them to be father and son. The senior D'Artangan 
has been giving his son a final fencing lesson before sending him 
off to seek his fortune in Paris.] 
MY: The fight at the beginning? There was always a fight at the 
beginning. 1 don't know when they .. this is something to ask 
Dick Lester and I haven't got the original script. There was a fighl, 
I'm not sure if they <lecided to make, you know, the credit 
sequence out of it. .. before hand or whether it came out of what 
they saw. Because when you look at this and all the other stories 
connected with it and the interviews and so on, you lmow-on the 
Anchor Bay DVD--the producers explain that they were so 
pleased with the stuff they were getting--that was what made parl 
of the decision to make two movies rather than having to cut stuff 
out. You know, the .film was going to be a big ''roadshow" 
movie ... a long film \Vith an interval. It was actually a brave deci-
sion to make it into two ... if the first film failed they'd be stuck 
with a second film they'd never be able to release. 
MK: Their decision to make two films out of one led to a great 
legal mess. As T recall, the actors were originally hired for only a 
single film. 
MY: Yes. for a while, there was a great deal of litigation. 
[D'Artangan is seen astride a very largo plow ho;se, taking leave 
of his proud father and tearful mother, destined for Paris and readv 
for adventurc.l · 
MY: You see this i:,; all on location in Spain. These are, you know, 
Spanish farmhouses that haven't changed much--around Madrid 
in the country ... 
MK.: I suspect the primary purpose of the opening fight, credits 
aside, was to have the elder D'Artangan pass on his botta secre-
ta-
MY: Yes ... the secret thrust, yes. 
[As the film's non-fighting scenes run in the background, the dis-
cussion moved to York's background and training in swordplay.] 
MK: As I mentioned before, the Lester films were seminal in my 
determining to study swordplay, which led directly to teaching at 
various universities-
MY: Really? 
MK: Oh, ycs--definitely. Was there a similar film for you? .'\. 
film featuring swordplay where you thought "I'd really like to do 
that someday?" 
MY: J can't think of a specific film. I saw a lot. You lmow, we 
grew up in the movies--piratc movies and all that. No, this is 
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something tlrnt came sort of unexpectedly. I told you that I 
worked a bit at Oxford ... and with Bill Hobbs in the National 
Theatre as well. Fight training was part of the general training of 
the theatre company. l'd had ... you lmow, wc had sword fights in 
the university dramas, but nothing major. 
MK: When you were with the National Youth Theatre, and later 
on at Oxford, were there classes in swordplay? 
MY: Not so much on sword-fighting. No, no, we worked on voice 
and movement. Yes. I don't think they had the resources. At 
Oxford ... it was all was all done .. .it was extracurricular. There 
wasn't a drama course. 
MK: Was there a fencing team? 
MY: Yes, there was ... yes, yes. 
MK: Did someone from the fencing team help with the produc-
tions? 
MY: .... There was always ... someone there ,vho lmew some-
thing ... friends offricnds or whatever. 
MK: 1n your book you mentioned an Oxford University produc-
tion of Othello that had a particularly, I believe you said "alarm-
ingly vivid duel" ... 
MY: Yes ... as I recall, J think it 
was sort of do-it-yourself. 
_MK: [Laughing] Yes, those can 
be sometimes "alarming." That's 
one of the things the SAFD and 
it's UK siblings, the British 
Academy of Dramatic Combat 
and the British Academy of Stage 
and Screen Combat are attempting 
to rectify. The standards are 
always rising ... 
choice because it was through t~at connection 1 got into movies. 
MK: Was that your first production at the National? 
MY: Much Ado About Nothing. 
MK: And it was at the National you met Bill Hobbs, who would 
be your fight director in the Musketeer films? 
MY: Yes, yes, that's right. 
MK: Were you introduced to anything in his classes at the 
National that prepared you for his new style of swordplay? Or 
was it more classical training? 
MY: I can't remember too much, to be honest. But I have to feel 
it was more classical. He was evolving his thing. [Referring to the 
style Hobbs used in the Musketeer films] Or, maybe it was some-
thing the producers requested, you know. I know that the consid-
eration was on film, the fast foils ... 
[At this poinl in the film, D'Artangan proceeds to literally bump 
into the cantankerous Athos-who has just finished having his 
arm-obviously wounded by a sword thrust-- attended to by a 
quack doctor. Their contentious, but mannered, exchange of 
words leads to D'Artangan accepting his first challenge to duel.] 
MK: What a creative way to introduce each of the musketeers ... 
MY: My first day of shooting, yes-
-you have to establish the charac-
ters. Yes ... this was my first day ... 
[D'Artangan has arrived at the 
Carmelite Convent and earnestly 
explains to the veteran musketeers, 
"My father suggested I fight 
duels."] 
MK: ... pulled into a duel with 
each of the musketeers ... 
MY: Yes, what with new movies 
and so on ... 
[York's attention is drawn to the 
From left lo right: Port ws ran.h Fin.lay}, D'Artognan (Michael York), 
Aramis (Richard Chamberlain) and Athas (Oliver Heed) are The Four film as he intently watches Athos 
Musketeers. © 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved. and D'Artangan prepare lo fight in 
Used under authorization. MK: ... and in teaching as well-- .__ _____________________ _J the Cannclite Convent. .. after 
awhile the conversation resumes.] the envelope is always being stretched. When you graduated from 
Oxford you went to Dundee Repertory, in Scotland ... but you soon 
received offers from the newly formed National Theatre, as well 
as the Royal Shakespeare Company. What led you to choose the 
National ovor the RSC? 
MY: Sheer instinct. You come to a fork in 1.he road. They were 
both very good offer;,;. In fact the Shakespeare onc was better. The 
Royal Sbukespeare ... thcy wanted me to play some smaller--but 
significant parts. With the National. . .I think it was more working 
with the company. l joined the same day as Tan McKellan and 
Albert Finney. And it was in a production that was to be directed 
by Franco Zeffirelli. And, as it turned out, it proved to be the right 
The Fight Master + 
MK: You mention in your book that Laurence Olivier's film of 
Shakespeare's Henry V was so important to you. What was it 
about that film? 
MY: T think it was the combination. Tt was hearing Shakespeare 
speaking to you and making it all comprehensive. Just the 
sheer ... the extravaganza, the brilliance of taking it outside of the 
Globe Theatre, and that famous, those famous battle scenes and 
the Wharton., .and the William Wharton's scores are ... was abso-
lutely thrilling, or at least it was to me. . ... So in a way, 
Shakespeare's so often killed off in the classroom. He's ... treated 
like a monument, but this was, this was the real thing. 
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MK: I see we're coming up on the first big fight. .. in the convent. 
[The Cardinal's man, Jussac, and several of the Cardinal's guard 
appear before Athos and D'Anangan can begin to dud. He 
demands tbat they disarm and allow themselves to be placed 
under arrest.] 
MY: This is one of the first fights we did ... the second day of 
filming--a melee. We weren't necessarily shooting sequentially, 
but l remember this was one of the first fights and we learned the 
hard way--the use of you lmow, using swords like were actuall) 
used to clash anm .. .J was disarmed and had to yell for a sword. 
and someone threw a sword ... a real sword. I reached for it and 
missed. It cut right across my nose. 
MK: h that it? 
rD'Artangan is disarmed, calls for a sword, and Porthos obliges 
him by disarming one of the Jussac's men. The sword flips 
Ll.1rough th-: air toward the outstretched arms of the waiting 
Gascon.] 
MY: No, I think I can show you ... there. Lost it in the sun ... 
[D'Artangan, having been disarmed, calls for a weapon. One is 
flipped through the air for him to catch and carry on with the fight. 
Tn Acciclen!ally on Purpose, York recounts how his nose was 
struck during the filming of the scene; and how hi~ " ... poor. 
adventurous, put-upon nose took the brunt of it's guillotine slash:" 
He then describes how the " ... unkind cut was followed by the 
thrust of an anti tetanus shot and a request that wooden swords in 
future b0 used in simt!ar situation" (York 276-277) 
MK: How much of the fighting was actually planned out and in 
the script and how much was improvised on the spot taking 
advantage of the character in a specific environment? 
MY: It'R a mixture ofhoth. That's Dick Lester's strength--he just 
allowed thing8 to happen. Just allowed actors to .... , do their 
things ... I think. .. well, we're all in character, you know, we're 
into the characters .... 
[Atlms is dividing up the money Portlms look from one of the 
Cardinal's guard for "dueling agninst the edicts." When he rench-
es D'Artangan he says, "You will find, my young friend, the future 
looks much rosier from the bottom of a glass. 11 
MY: [,'\mused] J think that fairly smnmed up Oliver's philoso-
phy. 
[The hungry musketeers are at an Inn expecting to eat. However, 
PorLl.1os has just lost all of their money gambling on a game of 
chance. Aramis and Porthos improvise u fight in the Inn allowing 
their partners in crime to abscond with food and drink. At one 
point, D' Artangan is grahbed, punched. and tlies over a fire and 
spit-only to rise on the other side of fire place with two cooked 
birds which, a moment before, were roasting on said spit.) 
:MK: Did you just do that jump over the fire? 
MY: I doubt it. .Rut stuntmen were only used when abwlntely 
16 The Fight Master + 
necessnry. Bill insisted we do our own fighting. All of ns were 
doing our own stuntwork ... we all sustained some minor bumps 
and bruises along the way. 
MK: Really? Man, that's a tight- -[Referring to the small fire-
place, containing the spit and birds, thrnugh which D'Artangan 
had just leapt.] 
MY: The down side ofletting someone do something really dan-
genms is ... 
MK: They can get hurt. ... 
MY; Aud stop filming. 
[The next scene in the film takes plrtce in rm open field of waist 
height grass. King Louis and his court are at falconing. The scene 
features a magnificent feast laid out on a table under a canopy 
while a calliope plays in the background.] 
MK: That's a great se1. The fleur de lis on the canopy ... !he food 
on the table ... the guy in the water re leasing the birds. 
MY: Oh, yes. Lots of, again, the detail is just so ... 
MK: In your book, youmen1ion that yon crossed paths with Gene 
Kelly at one point. 
MY: Yes, yes. 
Ml{: I was wondering, if when you met Mr. Kelly, if you ever dis-
cussed ... your two very different D'Artimgan? 
MY: .... Yes. I even looked different than .... the conventional 
D'Artaugan--the dark and swarthy Gascon. We did away wiili the 
traditional mustache and mini-beard. 
MK: In his Three Musketeers, it's so obvious the impact he had 
on the fight choreography--the dance-like quality ... 
MY: Yes, yes ... much more balletic. 
MK: This is much more brutal. .. 
MY: ... but still having au ekguuce. 
MK: Yes. That sequence in the Carmelite fight---Richard 
Chan1berlain ... he's doing Bill Hobbs choreography, but he's 
doing it in such a way that is so ... as you said "elegant." . 
MY: .. .I iliink we all adopt our own styles, you know. 
MK: Yes .. .I've noticed that Oliver Reed in more than one film 
fought with sword and cape. 
MY: Oh, really? 
MK: Yes ... in a cover of the Twain's the Prince and Pauper called 
Crossed Swords (1978) ... and then in the Lester films. 
MY: [Referring lo tl1e Tester films] Oh, maybe that's whern he 
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learned it. 
[Aramis and Porthos are engaged in a tennis match- -and making 
11.iols of themselves. A1> they careen across the cow-t and lose 
another point, D'Artangan tells J\thos of his need to ckliYcr u let-
ter, given to him by his mistress, Canstance, to the Duke of 
Buckingham.] 
MK: Now, this tennis match, it looks very hot. l can't imagine 
what it musl have been like for Finky rw1ni11g arow1d with all that 
padding on--in the he,it--on 1op of the costumes he had to wear. 
MY: .... It was [Referring to the heatl, This is wonderful. .. histor-
ically accurate. 
1\1K: \Vhilc we're waiting for the next fight to come up, you did 
Cyrnno de Bergerac at the Santa Fe Festival in 1981. Do you 
remember who staged 1.he fights? 
MY; I'm not sure .. .1 know l've got it somewhere ... 
ru v:as at this point onr inter:iew was somewhat rndely interrupt-
ed by the newly installed security system going off. York was 
compelled to leave momentarily to seek out the cause of its acti-
vation. Upon his retmn the interview continued. D'Artangau and 
the musketeers arc accompanying D'Artangan as he atkmpts to 
deliver Queen Anne's letter lo lhe Duke of Buckingham. They 
have spent the night in an lnn.] 
MK: Now this is the scene where Frank Finley and Bill Hobbs 
Hght outside the lnn. You can .see all Ll.1e 1,tm1ding water on the 
grmmd--aml tl1c mud .. .it just must have been awful trying to keep 
their footing ... 
[As they leave an apparently dn.mken man- played by Fight 
Ananger William Hobbs--invites Porthos to join him in a toast to 
lhe Cardinal. Porthos agrees to if he ·will then join in one to the 
King. The altercation between !he two results in Porthos taking 
on the ~uddenly not-so-drunken assassin in a rapier versus case of 
rapiers fight.] 
MK.: Interesting camera angles .... So he had three or four cameras 
set up? 
MY: I'm not sure really .. , how many he had on that day. 
Sometimes he'd shoot with as many as five cameras ... he'd pick 
up unexpected bits of action here and there. But using five cam-
eras when we were shooting fight scenes--you couldn't use dou-
bles. 
IPorthos manages to cut the rope balancing the counterweight for 
a well. The counterweight drops precipitously on his head, 
momentarily 8tunning him. Wlrnreas he had the assassin "on the 
ropes;" the blackguard is novY able to lake advantage of his 
momentary incapacitation and he thrusts him through the arm. 
The vain musketeer, more concerned with his damaged shirt than 
his life, stares at the rogue and says, "Look. Damn you. Ruined." 
And promptly feints head first into .a muddy puddle. j 
MK: Ah, the ac;sassins at the mill sequence ... 
The Fight Master 
[The musketeers, minus the wounded Porthos, are now attacked 
at the Mill by an anned group of assassins who lay in wait for 
lhem. Aramis and Athos fall wounded. This leaves only 
D'Artangan and Planchet left to sec the ktter to its destination. 
Oliver Recd, as Athos, engages one of the bandits and they begin 
their rapier versm: rapier and dagger fight on the banks of a river.l 
MK: Athos fighting in the water. Oliver Reed's costume had to 
have weighed at ton. 
MY: Yes, absolutely. 
MK: He had such a wonderful onergy about his fighting ... so 
fierce. 
MY: Well, he was. That was Oliver ... sort of a legend in his own 
time. He was perfectly cast in the role. He was the "old-fash-
ioned" movie star ... with all the exces:ses. He had a dark chann. 
That whispered dclivery ... so dangerous ... exciting. 
f As D'Artangan nnd Planchet leave the scene of the attack, they 
ride beneath a tree. Eight of so bandits <lrop out of the tree nar-
rowly missing them-as they spur on unaware of the near miss. 
Rochefort is attempting to board a ship and is told by the Harbor 
Master he must huve his papers coumersigncd by the local 
Burgher Mas1cr. D'Artangan, ifhe can get the signed papers away 
from Rochefort, can safely pass the Channel into England. This 
precipitates a fight between D'Artangan and Rochefort-at night, 
by lantem.] 
+ 
MK: Oh, we're coming up on the night fight. Those lanlems put 
out a good strong light. 
MY: We were wearing .... we were hooked up to battery packs. 
MK: Hobbs really did his research. I mean going back to histori~ 
cal manuals like Angelo's The School of Fe11cing and such, 
.... there actually arc old drnwi11gs of people fighting with 
lanterns .... 
[D'Artangan almost loses his life when he uses his father's botta 
secretla on Rochefort, only lo have Rochdort side step the 
atkmpt and delin:r a glnncing thrust along D' Artnngan's ribs. The 
wounded D'Artangan responds with a thru~t through the one-eyed 
adversary'8 shoulder. Rochefort is about to do the hapless boy in 
with a dagger thmst when .Planchet arrives, in the nick of time. 
He rams him from behind with a small trev ht has torn out of the 
ground, root::; and all. Rochefort falls to D' iutangan's side and 
Phmchct drops tl1e tree on D'Artangan.] 
MK: That's gotta hurt. He really dropped that on you'? Was it 
very heavy? 
MY: [Laughing] I've forgotten .... 
[A relatively lengthy sequence in the film follows where 
D'Artangan delivers the letter to the Duke of Buckingham. 
D'Artangan and Planchct emerge, on horseback, from a forest 
only to huve ridclen into the middle of the Duke of Buckingham's 
stag hunt. He delivers the letter to the stunned Duke who imme-
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diately mounts his horse and spurs off toward his count1y man-
sion. D'Artangan and Planchet, clueless as to the reason behind 
the Duke's urgency, attempt to keep up. It is in this sanctum sanc-
torum, at his altar to Queen Anne, that he realizes he's Jost two of 
the diamond studs ::;he gave him. He quickly sizes up the ::;ituation 
and realizes he's been had. He decries, "A pretty price to pay for 
infidelity." He knows his ttyst with M'lady De Winter may have 
brought down Queen Anne. He quickly determines to have his 
court jeweler whip up two n.:placements. Curiously enough, actor 
.Frank Finley-who plays the role .of Porthos in the.film-takes on 
the cameo role of O'Reilly, the jewder.] 
MK: I don't know if you can answer this question ... but 
Buckingham calls the jeweler O'Reilly. But Pinley is using some 
kind ot: J don't know, Swiss dialect. .. or something. What is going 
on there ... ? 
MY: Listen, that was a miracle. The actor didn't make it. Jt 
was ... that was, you know, what you do. The show goes on. 
MK: So the actor got ill, or just didn't. .. ? 
MY: 1 don't know. He got ill ... he didn't make it--
MK: And Finley said he would do it? 
MY: Yeah, yeah ... He was great. Areal trooper. 
[The dour Puritan aid to Buckingham, Felton, stands glowering in 
the background during this gem of a scene where Buckingham 
quizzes O'Reilly as to how quickly he can manufacture two studs 
identical to the other ten D'Artangan must return to the Queen.] 
MK: Some of these characters, like Felton, he's not even devel-
oped until the second film. 
MY: That was the fault--or not the fault--thc resuli of the splilling 
the film. 
(1n fact, Faye Dunaway has been quoted as saying if she lmcw the 
film was going to be split into two films she might not have signed 
on to the project, as her role in the first film was not as fleshed out 
as she would have preferred.] 
MK: Most recently, it wasn't any more th~ maybe a couple 
week8 ago, I caught The Master ofBallantrae on television. 
MY: [Pleasantly surprised.] Oh! 
MK: I'd never been able to watch the whole thing and I was able 
to this time. And of course there you are, once again, fighting at 
nighl--and on stairs. 
MY: That'll right. [Nodding in agreement] Um hm. How did it 
hold up? 
MK: Very nicely. A fairly lengthy and complicated fight. Do you 
have any recollections of puHing that piece together? 
MY: I'd have to see the movie again. It wa8 very usefol, this came 
out rrcferring to the release of the newly re-mastered Musketeer 
l8 The Fight Master + 
films} ... to talk about it. 
[D'Artangan is attempting to gain entrance to the Palace, where a 
costume ball is in progress. Richelieu presents the King with the 
two studs he had stol1 .. m and asks the King to look into how thi;;: 
Queen might have lost them.] 
MK: I really enjoyed Charleton Heston in this role as well. He 
captures that sense of unbridled power .... 
[D'Artnngan discovers that there is a spring-loaded blade hidden 
inside the handle of the rapier Buckingham gave him as a gift of 
appreciation. As he kneels behind a hedge for cover it suddenly 
springs forth, just below his nose!] 
MK: Now that's a fun little swept hilt rapier. 
MY: Probably Eddie's work. 
MK: I'm sorry ... Eddie? 
MY: Eddie Fallan, the props master ... he probably made that. T 
mention in the book. This wonderful guy, Eddie Fallan, had this 
huge truck with every single prop you could ever imagine. And 
he would, he could ju::;t pull out an astrolabe ... he had it all, he'd 
worked with David Loan and he was prepared, he was a fantastic 
guy. 
[D'Artangan has succeeded in gaining entrance to the palace 
grounds. He's mugged a musician and, taking is trnrnpet, brays 
out the beginning of fanfare. The other musicians join in. The 
fanfare is signal for fireworks to be set off to entertain the King 
and his court. This display affords D'Artangan the distraction he 
needs to gain entry into the building.] 
MK: Now you take on a whole slew of guys here at the end. You 
must take on about five or six. 
[In his attempt to throw a small purse containing the studs up to 
Constance, who is standing on a balcony, he has accidentally 
thrown them through a window into the wrong room. He quickly 
assures Constu.nce he will be right up--an<l he atlcmpts to climb 
up soma handy vines clinging to wall below tho balcony.] 
MY: That's me. I really climbed up. 
MK: You really did climb up thi.: grading? 
MY: Like an idiot. To the top of that house. 
MK: And you suddenly realized, "\,\lhaL have 1 done?" 
MY: [Laughing] Yes. 
[One of Cardinal's guard lunges at D'Artangan.] 
MK: Now there's one of those OLlt of balance thmsts I've noticed 
in tlie films. That stunt fighter jnst throws himself. 
[D'Artangan executes the sit-fall with the overhead foot throw.] 
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MK: And of course that's a lovely move. Even as you're draw-
ing your sword ... this fight was what really hooked me and made 
up mind that I had to learn how to swordfight. 
[York chuckles to himself as he watches D'Artangan engage a 
stunt fighter playing one of the Cardinal's guardsmen. Soon 
D'Artangan and the guardsman are attempting to avoid fireballs 
being shot at them from a Roman candle.] 
MK: You i.:an really see Lestor';; Hurd Day's Night. .. Help kind of 
approach lo humor ... and you can see it in hir; later films as well 
with Superman and Robin & Marian, all the voiceover work, 
background and things like that .. .I was surprised to learn that the 
film was originally considered as a vehicle for the Beatles. 
MY: Yes ... it was. [Watching the 
figl1t. .. he sees D' Artangan fling 
his hat aside] I never could keep 
my hat on ... 
MK: One of the things l've 
always ndmired about your 
work, as J've mentioned before, 
it, just how light you arc on your 
feet, you're, it's almost like 
you're ... you're not touching the 
ground .. . 
MY: 1 had a physique at the end 
of that summer. I was so fit. 
himself from the door, grab~ a sword, and joins in the fi.m.] 
MK: Lots of fmmd weapons work in this final sequence. Hitting 
with flowerpots and sticks and things. 
[The guards lay wounded on the ground. The mm:keteers have tri-
umphed. D'Attangan request::; a leg-up so that he can climb up the 
side of the house, gain entry, and aid his beloved Constance. 
Constance is engaged in fighting Milady de Winter over the purse 
containing the studs, which D'Artangan mistakenly threw 
upstairs- and through tl1e wrong window. He climbs through the 
wrong window and comes face to face with several of the palace 
servants. Ile attempts to pull the carpet out from underneath 
them, but only succeeds in tearing a corner off the carpet-and 
.,.-~~-, must beat a hasty retreat. 
D'Artangan is lrneeling at Queen 
Anne's feet and she slyly slips 
him a ring ... a token of her 
appreciation ... and a guarded 
look of profound than ks for what 
he has done on her behalf. Ms. 
De Troville awards D','\rtang,m 
his musket and his three friends 
proceed to slip the musketeer 
tunic over his head. In that 
instant, he formally becomes a 
member of the King's 
M uskctecrs.] 
MY: We shot this at 
Pu.b ic1.ty P otu from The Three Musketeer,;. 'Artagnan (Yorfl, right) battles a Aranjucz ... the Versailles of 
[D'Artangan dispatches the r'ardina/'.g Guard. © 20th Century-li'ox li'ilm Corporation. All riphts reserved. Used under authorization. Spain. This was onu of the 
guardsman only lo face another. L-------------------------" hottest days of the year. Puople 
He uses the purse containing the diamond studs he must get to the were literally fainting from the heat. 
Queen to deflect his opponent's thrusts.] 
MK: Nice choice, using the purse as kind oflike, as a .. .instead of 
doing hand deflections ... very nice hallcstrn ... you don't see those 
in contemporary film fights very often anymore. 
MY: Right. You don't. 
[D'Ar1angan has been cowed by three of the Cardinal's guards-
men, inclnding his old nemesis, Jnssac. Two of the guardsmen 
have thrust through his clothing, pinning him lo a wooden door. 
Just as Jussac is about to thrust him through ... the door swings 
backward-D'Artangan suspenJecl above the ground-causiug 
Jussac 's thrust to mis8.] 
MK: How did he get yon up on that door? 
MY: I'm not sme. A harness of some sort, I suppose. 
[Planchet has been the culprit who opened the door. He emerges 
from inside, dressed in a polar bear costume, and juggling 
oranges. He promptly pelts Jussae with an orange and the guards-
men chase after him. They catch him at a gate only to have Athos, 
Aramis, and 1'orthos burst through the opening and immediately 
go Lo work aiding their comrade in distress. D'Artangnn unpins 
The Fight Master + 
MK: Fortunate you didn't have to wear a wig. 
MY: No. Exactly. It doesn't show, thank God .. .I wati doing a play 
here in New York and il was with long hair, 'Which was lucky. 
[As D'Artangan joins Constance, M'Lady crosses his path and 
gives him a very fetching look. Tt Joes not go unnoticed by 
Constance. As D'Artangan leads Constance away from the festiv-
ities, a cloth dummy that has been being used for demonstration 
purposes strikes her. She falls smartly on her behind. D'Artangan 
and the other musketeers help her to her feet and they exit out of 
frame, Aramis barely able to conceal a broad smile. J 
MY: (Laughing at Raqud Welch as Constance] .... As soon as she 
arrived ... her first shot. Knocked over by a dummy. A reul b8p-
tism of fire. She quickly became a member of the team. 
[The Three Musketeers is ending and there is a montage oJ shots 
that are intended to whet the appetite for Lhe release of The Four 
M usketecrs. The montage offers clips from several of the fights 
in the second film. The Three Musketeers is over. 
+++ 
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REGISTRATION 
To register for the workshop, call or e-mail 
UNITED STUNTMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
2723 Saratoga Lane • Everett, WA 98203 
rumoN ................. $2soo.oo 
DEPOSIT. ................. $800. 00 
Deposit Deadline ................................ Aprll 15, 2004 
Balance Due ........................ June 6/August 22, 2004 
Cashiers checks, money orders & credit cards accepted 
(Master Card and Visa, please} 
NOTICE TO APPLICANTS 
With your deposit, submit a Full Body Picture and Resume 
including height, weight, act1ng training, 
and any special skills you may have, 
The United Stuntmen's Association reserves the right to refund (425) 290-9957 
BUSHMAN4@prodigy.net UNITIIJ STIJNTMENS 
any deposits and exclude any applicant who the 
Association feels is not suitable for such a 
physically demanding profession. USA 
ASSOCIATION 
The International Stunt School is now an accredited vocational school in the state of Washington 
I ' ' '' " " - ' . ESl!lt (}l}fq WEIB ~lTEl www.etunfschoal.com . 
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Yuen Wo Ping 
by Darrell Rushton 
[li hanges in the way fights are created and shot in the movies are happening almost too fast for anyone to keep track. 
_ Motion capture and special effects play an increasing role 
in films. The relevancy of theatre is called into question in a way 
similar to L.he early film and radio era of tht1 late 1940s, when 
Robert Edmund Jones sugg-:steJ that since theatre cannot com-
pete wi1h film, it should not. That view is an unrealistic one. 
People <lo go to films, and theatre will still have to compete to find 
its audience. People do also still go to the theatre and likely will 
continue to do so. 
Very few artisLs play only one role in the Hong Kong cinema, 
Unlike their Hollywood cmmtcrparts, directors are rarely only 
the mid 80s, Wo Ping teamed up with star Donnie Yen for 
Drnnken Tai Chi in 1984, a partnership which extended to the 
highly acclaimed Iron Monkey in 1993 and its sequel, Iron 
Monh:y 11, in 1996. The early 90's also saw Wo Ping help launch 
lhe resurg011cc of Wu Xia kung fu films with a return to the clas-
sic Wong Pei Hung character that served his and Chan's career so 
well; this time with newcomer Jet Li and film director Timi Hark. 
The three together made Once Upon a Time in China II ( 1992) 
and Last Hero in China (1993), Both films helped solidify the 
career of action star Jet Li as well .as establishing Wo Ping's 
"kinetically fluid style of action'' (Pollard). Wo Ping also worked 
as action director on fists of Legend (1994), a remake of the das• 
sic Brnce Lee film Fists of Fury (Pollard). 
Enter the Wachowski Brothers. In 1999, The Matrix came out 
of nowhere and grossed $171 million in the United States. Its 
DVD release became the first tiLle in DVD format to .sdl a million 
copies (Gordon 83). In Newsweek, D0vi11 Gordon calls 2003 the 
film directors, aclors are rarely only actors. 
More than likely, actors are also martial 
artists or acrobats, and directors arc also 
screenwriters who began their careers as 
stunt men. Such is the case with Yuen Wo 
Ping. Wo Ping (he is sometimes reforrcd to 
Yuen \Yoo-Ping, or ¥,To-ping and more often 
Ma~ter Yuen) trained under his father, a 
Beijing (formerly Peking) Opera choreogra-
pher, He began his career in film as a stunt 
man, then an actor, then an action-dirnctor, 
scrrnnwritcr, producer and fihn director, in 
every possible combination. He has cement-
ed his legacy with his work on The Mattix 
and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. As an 
actio1Hiirector he has a far greater responsi-
bility to the artistic vision of a project than 
the Hollywood term stunt coordinator and is 
Time Asia 
referred to Wo 
Ping as the 
"ballistic 
"year of the Matri:x,"sincc both Matrix 
Reloaded and Matrix Rev()Jution will be 
released in May and September 2003, respec-
tively (Gordon 84). The two pictures' com-
bined budget was reportedly over $300 mil-
lion. The: success of lhe first Mcitrix, which 
brought to many audiences the signature Wo 
Ping technique known as wirework for the first 
time as well as his " ... virtual hand 
combat.. .that made the movie a gut as well as 
a head experience" led Wo Ping to what may 
be com,idercd his finest work to date, 
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (Corliss). 
For Lee, director of Crouching Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon, it was not the work on The Matrix 
which sold him on Wo Ping. Rather, it was a 
different aesthetic, as he says, " .. .I wanted to 
do softer ¥.7udan-style martial arts (flowing, 
Balanchine, 
tl1at k:ung-fu 
Fosse" 
more in line with the SAFD's nomenclature, Fighl Director, 
Wo Ping is an artist. Considering the general reputation of the 
Kung-Fu genre movie, to assign this title to Wo Ping is more than 
significant. The accolade is well-deserved. In the Bravo Special, 
Unkashing the Dragon, Ang Lee freely admits his Lota! loss of 
control on the scl of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Drugon in any 
action sequence. (Given the sheer number of the film's award~: 
two Golden Globes, four Academy Awards and ten Nominations, 
he was wise to do so.) Time Asia referred to Wo Ping as the ''bal-
listic Balanchine, that kung-fu Fosse" and Lee farther honored 
the action-choreographer quoting: "Wo-ping has direcLed more 
modes than I have,. ,and better ones." ( Surn,hinc 1, 2) 
Wo Ping was horn in 1945, in the Chinese city of Guang7ho11, 
son ofthe famous actor and Beijing Opera trained Simon Yuen Siu 
Tin (Pollard), He began his career appearing as a stuntman in the 
serial Wong Fei Hung movies, then directed an unknown (to the 
we.st at least) minor studio player named Jackie Chan in Snake in 
lhe Eagle's Shadow in 1978, ,'\ year later, Chan and Wo Ping 
teamed again in Drunken Master, the film \Vhich most Hong Kong 
film scholars argue launched both men's careers (Pollard). Also 
in 1979, after working with the best in Hong Kong cinema at 
Golden Harvest Films, Sammo Hung and Yuen Biao among them, 
he begun his own film company, Wo Ping fllms (Logan 68). In 
The Fight Master + 
yielding movements) instead of the hard Shaolin style (short hard 
punches). Wo Ping is the only martial arts expert who is into the 
soft styles" (Chute). Wo Ping has this to say about his work: "I 
want to bring out the aestheticism of the art form, because l real-
ly believe that thi.s i.s a type of art I wanL to bring out its beauty 
by incorporating dance movements, so that the elegance or the 
gestures can he seen more clearly" (Chute). 
Wo Ping is the master of the Wu Xia action sequence. Wu Xia 
is a Chinese concept which can best be translated as martial 
chivalry, The Wu Xia genre stretches back to the beginning of 
Chinese film making, and bqond. It really has its roots in Beijing 
Opera, In tbe beginning, films turnecl to the Bciji11g Opera for 
plots, sometimes merely filming the performances, Just ns 
Hollywood looked to Broadway in the beginning for its stars, so 
did Hong Kong turn to Beijing Opera. The era ofBrncc Lee, who 
(despite pt:rforming in only four movies) n:mains the standard by 
which all Kung fu films are judged, was characterized by hard 
style martial mis, Then, in the 80f:, the new wave of Hong Kong 
filmmakers arose; nearly all of them connected to the Beijing 
Opera. Jackie Chan, Yuen Biao. Yuen Wo Ping, Sammo Hung; all 
of these performers share training in Beijing Opera(Logan 90-91). 
Wo Ping refers to his training with his father as "stage wu shu, the-
atrical kung fo" (Chute), Unleashing lhe Dragon calls \,\o Ping's 
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work "Lethal Dances." Time Asia refers to him as the "kung :Fu 
Fosse." Wo Ping himself compares his work to dance, calling it 
an art form which includes elegance of movement. This commit-
ment to an aesthetic choice 1s what drives all ofWo Ping's work. 
Wo Ping doei; not think of himself as a mere choreogn1pher of 
tights, nor even as an action director bnt as an artist of film. This 
specific artistic viewpoint has its roots in Beijing Opera and Wu 
Xia. 
The action sequences in the Hong Kong Cinema genre have a 
particular look and feel Lo them. Fights are acrobatic, display 
ama;,;ing feats of technical skill, and martial arts training. Part of 
the aesthetic of the genre comes from ,vhat David Bordwell calls 
the "virtuoso's mastery of craft" and Bordwell argues as well tlrnt 
part of the viewer's pleasure is the display of skill for its own sake 
(91 J. Given t.hat the majority of Hong Kong film actors begin 
Lraining in their early childhood, is it remotely po1:.;:;iblc to achiew 
thi,; ae:.;thetic on slage? Wo Ping himself laments the amounts or 
training American actors had in Matrix Revisited, saying: "In the 
beginning Larry and Andy [The Warchowski Brothers] set the 
training for four months. I thought two months would be more 
than enough. But then when 1 saw that the actors could not punch 
or kick properly .. .I got diay. I was afraid that four months would 
not be enough" (Matrix Revisited). Chan, Wo Ping, Sammo 
Hung and most Hong Kong action stars all 
and flying. However. he uses other techniques to tell a dramatic 
story. These include his use of rhythm, especially his use of the 
pause in a fight, his use of properties, his sense ofcomedy and the 
influence of Beijing Opera and acrobatics. All of the:.c are preva-
lent throughout his work. It is entirely possible to bring all of 
these aesthetics to the stage in such a way that the audience clear-. 
ly llnderstands it. One of Wo Ping's early ftlms, Drunken Master, 
can be used to demonstrate several of these key points. 
Wo Ping is generally credited as the creator of the Kung Fu 
Come<ly gcnn; with Drw1ken Master. ln the opening light, a kick 
to the groin from behind is shot, so that the audiences secs tlrn 
assailant's foot come up and through the victim's legs, and arc 
able to witness both the attacker's and the victim's reactions, 
which are very funny. Chan humiliates his teacher in an early 
dojo scene by stealing his hat and incorporating it into the chore-
ography. Through a rapid series of acrobatics and hat tricks rem-
iniscent o rvandeYillc, Chan puts the hat on his ow11 head, his foot, 
his elbow, his fist, his attackers head, and back on his own head 
and uses it to distract his opponent. Tt is an incredibly complex bit 
of entertainment, calling _to mind the comedy of the Three 
Stooges. After losing a fight to a female Kung :fu master, he then 
fights a local tough character, first with his fists, then with two 
zucchini, and then with a Chinese broadsword. It is comic and 
also demonstrates Wo Ping's incorporation of 
began their training when they were chil-
dren. Tho west has no real parallel in train-
ing systems to the Beijing opera; even the 
triple threat of singing, dandng and acting 
does not compare. \Vitl1 the mcthud-hased 
naturalistic acting style embraced by the 
majority of American theatre training at the 
university level, little room is left for a stu-
dent to study any martial art. If they are 
lucky they might have time to pii.:k it up at a 
basic skill level, or at some point in their life 
qualify for weapons with the SJ\liD. 
Nothing compares to the lifetime of training 
the majority of Hong Kong actors have 
undergone. 
But then when 
I saw that the 
properties into fights. 
Continuing the theme of properties, one 
should look at when Chan, playing Wong Fei 
Hung, meets his master, played by Wo Ping's 
father. In the emui11g fight, the master uses a 
dishtowel he picks up in the restraint as a dead-
ly weapon. And iu another later action 
sequence, Chan receives a kick from one of 
his a<lversaries and catches his shoe. The 
adversary pulls away, leaving a stunned Chan 
holding his shoe. A reaction shot of Chan 
making a comedic face follows. Then. the 
attacker kicks at Chan again, and Chan blocks 
by ,putting the offending shoe back on his 
attackers' foot. The comedy is keen and sharp, 
actors could not 
punch or kicl( 
properly ... I got 
dizzy. 
Then the physical limitations of the stago 
itself must he considered. The lobby shootout in The Ma!rix took 
over four hours to reset after each take. In Crouching Tiger, 
Hidden Dragon, the final fight between Chow Yun Fat and Zhang 
Ziyi in the bamboo grove was achieved by hoisting the actors into 
the air on hundred foot cranes; the shots were done thirty to sev-
enty feet in the air. No Wo Ping movie is without wirework. H 
is a signature of his directing and mmiial arts choreographic style. 
The possibility of bringing wirework into the theatre pretty much 
begins and ends with the Foy system. Even if that is employed, 
no editing process is available to erase the wires in a live perfor-
mance, nor technicians with the skill of Wo Ping's crew. 
Ultimaloly, it is impossible to bring this t>lylc of fighting to the 
~tage. ln examining the aesthetics of Wo Ping, one may attempt 
to discover the underlying principles of his artistic choices. 
Clearly the most obvious hallmark of Wo Ping's choreography 
is wirework: the process of attaching an actor to a harness and a 
rope wi.th a crew on 1l1e other en<l, who pulls the actor into the air 
at opportune rnom0nts, creating the impossible feats of acrobatics 
22 The Fight Master 
the choreography is brilliantly timed, and the 
editing giYcs the audience the reaction of both attacker and Chan. 
The use of properties in each of these examples heightens the 
comedic element, pays homage to vaudeville and Beijing opera, 
and depends highly on imaginative use ofpropc1iies. 
Finding new ways to employ benches in action sequences 
appears to be one of Wo Ping's lifelong qullsts. In a non-conflict 
action sequence in Iron 1vfonkey, Donnie Yen and Jean Wong leap 
off tables, benches and each other to catch a number of papers 
which have been caught by the wind. They flip a bench back and 
forth to each other, and the final image of the sequence is that of 
Wong back-kicking the bench to the top of the exact same stack 
she originally scooped it up from with her toes. In Lhe opening 
fight at the train station in Last Hero in China Jc! Li begins and 
. ends the fight (against three attackers) holding a bollquet of red 
roses which he employs to distract and confuse his opponents. 
The roses emerge at the end of the sequence utterly unscathed. Tai 
Chi Master features an action sequence in a restaurant which 
employs multiple bench kicking and destruction. Michelle Yeoh 
+ Fall/Winter 2003 
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and her attacker destroy numerous tables and benches before 
Ycoh, in a complex stunt, finally winds up fighting while standing 
on two table legs, using them as stilts and weapons. She is final-
ly broughL down by a thrown chair. The same scene also features 
classic Wu Ping comedic sensibility, as Yen comes to her rescue. 
She totters fir~t one ,vay until he finishes the fight he is in and sets 
her back up straight, and then she teeters the other way. After a 
few more punches, the hero is back to set her up straight again. 
Iron Monkey, though not as heavy in usage of properties, features 
a comedic umbrella fight and in one action sequence, the camera 
pulls in for a clo~o up or Yen's feel smacking his assailants head 
from aboYe. Yen is gracefully sailing througb the air in effortless 
wirework fight. Tt is classic Wo Ping and classic Wu Xia conven-
tion. 
Clearly, wirework is needed for ''feet smacking head-fu" on 
stage. Nor can a fight di.rector sail their adors through the air lo 
gracefully catch papers and kick a bench into the per[ect spot 
every night. 13ut properties can be incorporated into stage fights. 
Could not Hamlet throw a chair or bench at Claudius? Or what if 
Macbeth loses his sword in Act V and picks up a bench to try to 
kill M.acDuff? Maybe Lady MacDu:ff fights off the three murders 
with a chair before <lying, or, in a comic vein, what about The 
Royal Family? Could tl10 swashbuckling sequence demolish half 
the furnitnre every nigbt? Conld a fight director work with tl1e 
properties department to create :furniture that could be take1i apart 
night after night? I Hate Hamlet certainly calls for the destruction 
of properties. What if Barrymore fought with any and every 
piece uf furniture he could lay his hand& on'? Undoubtedly the 
posgibilitics exist of incorporating properties into both comic and 
dramatic fights on stage. The question would become one of 
logistics anJ safety. Movies ouly have to gel it right once, and lhe 
outtakes in Jackie Chan movies demonstrate how risky stunts arc 
on film. lf one cannot make it safe eight times a week, it is not 
worth doing. lf one can make it safo eight times a week, it can be 
added lo ihe toolbox. 
A 8econd aesthetic employed by Wo Ping is that of his use of 
rhythm, especially the use of negative space, or more simply, the 
pause. Careful consideration ofrhythm can make any fight better, 
and most light choreographers employ the use of rhythm to create 
intentions for actors within the choreography. To farther examine 
this particular artistry, it is helpful to look to film scholar David 
Bordwell's essay "Aesthetics in Action: Kungfo, Gunplay, and 
Cinematic Exprcssivity." 
... the actor's key movements arc often separated by notice-
able poinls of stasis. We might describe 1his as lhe pausc-
burst-pause pattern. /\. punch lands, and there is a pause: it 
misses, and the extended arm is held poised, if only for a 
fraction of a second. The hero leaps and lands, resting in 
place brielly ... A pause often enframes each instant of 
action, giving it a discrete, vivid identity. The n:sult is a 
kind of physics of combat and pursuit: out of ql1iescence 
rises a short sharp action, which. ceases as energy is 
switched off and stored for the next action. A parallel strat-
egy rules the overall scene of fight or pursuit: moments of 
near-absolute . stillness alternate with bursts of smooth, 
rapid fire activity. Somewhat like a meter in musi.:, the 
pause-burst-pause pattern creates a regular and recogniz 
The Fight Master + 
able pulse. Any one piece of combat can realize this accen-
tual pattern in different rhythms and tempos. Some action 
choreographers sustain the pauses by dwelling on blocks 
an<l parries, achieving remark.able comic effects in such 
films as Yuen Wo-ping's Snake in lhe Eagle's Shadow 
[Shexing Diaosl1ou] (1978) and Dance of the Drunken 
Mantis. [Nan Bei Jui Quanl (1979) (80-81). 
lt is important to answer some questions: Where does this aes-
thetic come from? What are the roots of these complex rhythm 
and tempos? Bordwell, \.,hilc disavowing any expetiise on tl1e 
history of artistic influence, suggests Beijing Opera as the source. 
He cite8 the rhythmic nature of Beijing Opera with its percussion, 
accented syllables, drums, gongs and cymbals which mark cli-
maxes, combat or fixed postures. Broadwdl !ilates, "Batlle scenes 
an: a blend of martial arts and acrobatics, with actor:;, leaping and 
tumbling. They punctuate their movements with pme stasis, the 
technique of 1iang hsiang [ displaying]" (224). Bordwell ftirther 
argues the possibility of the tradition of martial arts "with its 
repertory offonns and combinations, cultivated a belief that com-
bat involved a balance between poised stillness and swifl attack or 
defense ... perhaps the technique owe~ something to the Beijing 
opera tradition of Jiang hsiang [displaying], which presents a 
fro:,;en pose assumed for an instant after an acrobatic feat" (82). 
However, the films of Hong Kong, in patiicular Wo Ping's work, 
have been co:rnpared to acrobatic ballet, and it is impossible to 
ignore the vast amount ofpcrformcrs who wr.;:re trained in Beijing 
Opera. Bey Logan, in his book Hung Kong Action Cinema, dis-
cusses Snake in the Eagle's Shadow: "Yuen Woo Ping did awny 
with the restraints of classical kung fu cinema" and, Logan argues, 
"embraced its Operatic inffoences wholeheartedly, allowing its 
players to bounce and flip across the screen with an energy and 
exuberance that bore little relation to real martial arts .fighting" 
(63). The Miracle fighters features action "choreographed in the 
fashion of Peking Opera. Indeed, the film has many operatic 
moments" argues Stephen Teo in Hong Kong Cinema (224). The 
opening sequence in Iron Monkey II shows a Beijing Opera 
troupe putting on their makeup, entering the stage, and then per-
forming a short acrobatic routitw, whkh turns into a fifteen 
minute long fight scene. 
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon also has its share of martial 
choreography which owes its influence to Beijing Opera acrobat-
ics rather than martial arts. Screenwriter James Schanms dis-
cusses this at length in one of his notes in the book on the film: 
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon is not a kung fu movie 
that we associate with 1-1treet fighting. This movie is more 
about inner strength and i.:entercdncss. That's where the 
floating comes in, more romantic choreography and 
dance ... the martial arts themselves arc a k.in<l of dance and 
very abstract art: molion, editing, 1110,emcnt, image (42). 
A closer examination ofWo Ping's choreography muy shed some 
light on the subject. 
In Iron Monkey, at one point in the scene in which Donnie Yen 
and Yu Rong Guang fight on the rooftop the choreography 
includes a very distinct rhythm, which is repeated: 
continued vn puge 25 
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New York Regional Stag.e :colllbat Workshop 
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··. --•··- Up (o eiQhl h9~rs,o~Sir~s{fu~ti9u;:dhlly -·-··--• 
+:---,,caas~e~ offered on.,aU lev~lst/ ~om lJe~h-1.n1,n.g to ~dvatict~ 
tnstructjQJJ l)y .S4FD l;'ig,ht,Dir~,ct~rij aJ.l(l Cirtifwd,'n¢~ci:ler9.,~~f. 
AILweapOlilS provided,--.,,-~ 
FEES 
.. ·.·. $2$0 fOJ: l,\11 .. fQµl;di}is 
$85 per day for b1(UviduE\l days 
l 0% discoun~ to all college students with valid .iD 
0% diseQunt attendance of SAFD R~gJ01181 :\Vo.rkshops'' in the,past ytar 
15% :di~countfor SAED mernbers in god'd standing (only -01u~ dis.count p.er person.) 
fqr more information call the <SAFD hotline 
at I-800•659..-657.9. 
OJ' workshop registrar Robert '111:ttee: (716) 788 .. 4967, :rtuftee@ix.netcom.co11t, 
or visit our website at: www,l1ghts4.com 
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Hit hit hit ( slight pause) 
1 2 3 
Hit hit hit (;;light pause) 
l 2 3 
then the syncopation switches: 
Hit Hit Hit 
l & 2 
(slight pause) Hit 
3 
hit hit hit 
& 4 5 
hit hit hit 
& 
Hit 
4 
4 5 
Hit 
5 
(this is then followed by an explosion often kicks, which arc too 
fast 1.o follow) 
Drunken Master features an amazingly rhythmic eight count 
series in Lhe fight where Chau defends himself with a bench 
aguinsl an assailant with a bo s1aff. 
Hit 
1 
hit 
2 
hold hit 
& 3 
hit hold hold 
4 · 5 6 
hit hit hit 
& 7 8 
(on the 5 & 6 count, Chan twirls a bench in the air, while waiting 
for the next strih) 
Chrm then proceeds to lie on the bench, tipping it forwards and 
backwards: but not before picking it up off the gTound and using 
the bench to parry the incoming blows. 
Hit hit hit bold miss miss miss hit smash pause pau::;e 
1 2 3 &45 6 & 7 8 & 9 
pan')' pany parry spin jump block sit on bench 
On the one, two and three counts, Chan uses the opposite sides of 
the bench as a parrying weapon. On the & four, Chan puts the 
bench dov,n and jumps over it Lo escape being hit, and then lays 
down on il. Then on the th c and 1he six count, he tips the bench 
back and forth, nnrrowly avoiding heing hit. On the seven count, 
Chan jumps off the bench anJ barely is missed by a staff strike. 
On the eight count, a strong accent is included as Chan hits the 
attackers foot with the bench, then as the man is recovering, on the 
& nine count, Chan stufls him onto the bench, points his finger in 
his face and delivers the line "Just sit iherc." 
These are just two of the rhythmic patterns employed by Wo 
Ping, but it is clear from their complexity and syncopation that the 
choreographer both employs the pause-burst-pause pattern sug-
gested by Bordwell and transcends the limitations of the form, 
like all great art. OLhers also exist. The rhythms of thi..: fight in 
Tai Chi Master bciwc0n the charac1crs Qiuxue and the evil eunuch 
Liu Jin are so complex that any attempt to write them out would 
be counter-productive. Tai Chi Master also features a sequence in 
which Jct Li delivers a blistering sequence of six hits followed by 
a pause on the seven and eight counts of the phrase. The chore-
ography is effective becaus1.: ofLhe pause whkh ads as the excla-
mation point of the phrase. Pausing in a fight can serve to brack-
et the action, punctuate it, or even set np the next series of move-
ments. The breakup of whole notes by offbeats creates an inter-
esting rhythrn and gives the actors time, even if it is less than a 
split second, to r.;act. 
Wl10thi..:r for comic effect or dramatic, the patrse heightens the 
The Fight Master • 
moments, and the moments are what mo~t audience~ lrnve come 
to see. Earlier in the aforementioned Drunken Master fight, Chan 
stops a staff attack with his foot, a pause, and then he drinks some 
wine from a cup which he has previously been using to parry-
again Wo Ping's use of properties and then stuffs the wine cup into 
his attacker's mouth before resuming the fight. Later in the same 
fight, Chan blocks a bo attack with the bench, a pause, puts the 
bench under his attacker, a pause, knocking him down on it then 
jumps over him and sits on his attacker. Wo Ping often has the 
audacity lo im;ert pauses in places where a western fight director 
might nol and hold lhem much longer than his western counter-
parts might believe they could get m,;ay with. Tn Last Hero in 
China, Jet LL playing Wang Fei Hung, takes part in a fight where 
ho leaps out ofhis chair, delivers one to three lightning-fast blows, 
then leaps back into his chair. The fight is not the exciting part; it 
is Jet Li's stillness, the potential of actioll. Stillness create:, drn-
matic lension. Pauses can l1eighten tension within a fight. 
The final piece of vYhat makes Wo Ping the hest of the Hong 
Kong action-directors is the way he works with actors. Tn Matrix 
Revisited, both Kcancu Reeves and Lawrence Fishburne praise 
and credit Wo Ping. Reeves discusses the rehearsal process at 
length, saying Wo Ping "would look at u::; and develop with 
us...kind of collaborate wilh whatever our body styks 
wcre ... wl1at our style was ... he'd let that develop"(Matrix 
Revisited). Wo Ping himself is even clearer about the process: 
"Everyone has his or her strength. Ca1Tic Ann, Trinity, has a 
beautiful feminine figure. Her beauty flows with her jumps, 
bounces and walk. That'~ her strength; her movement has an 
essence of beauty. Lawrence was born good at bouncing and 
jumping ... Hugo's (Agent Smith) movements are strong, clean 
and precise. He':, like a robotic man, very powerful" (Mutrix 
Revisited). Reeves calls Wo Ping and his crew great teachers and 
instructors and Lawrence Fishburne directly credits Wo Ping with 
setting the tone ofrehearsals. Training for Matrix. Revolution and 
Matrix Rclomled began six months earlier than ihe beginning of 
shoottng. Fom months went into the training for The Matrix. Wo 
Ping c!oes bring his own stunt crew, but the goal always seems to 
be to suit the choreography to the actors, not the actors to the 
choreography. "Even the movie stars, like Michelle Yeoh, are 
traineJ dancers first. And Chow Yun .Pat never touched a sword 
in his life. Firs1 and foremost they arc wonderful actors" quotes 
Lee in the Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon notes, and "through 
the martial arts you express how you feel instead of just beating 
someone up. A dramatic quality is evident." James Schamus 
agrees saying "fighting is a way of thinking m1d foeling and relat-
ing" (42). 
His ability lo work with actors and creaic movement and chore-
ography hased upon the actors' abilities is one of the rea~orni why 
Wo Ping is able to show feelings throughout the fights. It must 
have been difficult to adapt to western actors who lack the train-
ing of Hong Kong film stari,, yet Wo Ping is still able to create his 
hallmark sequences witl1 these same Hollywood stars. Wen; he a 
lesser choreographer, or one who either threw in stunt people 
instead of his main actors or merely created generic choreography 
which the actors then had to mold to their own bodies, his work 
on The Matrix might not have ever succeeded. Chow Yun Fat is 
famous for his villains and hi:-. gunplay in John Woo movies, not 
his skill with kung fo. Yet, one never doubts for an instant be is a 
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master of the Chineso broadsword in Crouching Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon. 
Though many of the: selections Wo Ping makes as au action 
chornographer are impos1iibk to realize on stage due to budget 
or pl1ysical limitations, a number of aesthetics principles that 
can. in fact, be employed. These include the following con-
cepts, in no order: 
• Suit the choreography to the actor, not the actor to the 
choreography. 
• Fights can be expressive, look for the ways to tell the 
story. 
• Use the rhythms for <lrarnati..: intentions. 
• Do nol be afraid lo stretch pauses. 
• The pause-burst-pause pattern can he employed. 
• Stillness heightens action. 
The followtng is a quote from Lee from .an esl'lay entitled 
"Working with Fight Choreographer Yuen Wo Ping": 
When it comes Lo fight sequences, Yuen is, in my opin-
ion, without equal. .. Yuen is a master of prodding thrills 
for the audience. He knows everything about Chinese 
lrnng fu action scenes. B11t he's also very cultured. He 
has a lot of respect for the classical martial arts style. 
And also the tradition of Chinese Opera with its stylized 
movements and acrobatks. Because of his skill and 
knowledge, in Yuen's choreography, lhe martial art 
becomes a performing art. Choreographers like Yuen 
Wo Ping are true filmmakers. The tight sequences that 
they create are not about beating someone up, or a kind 
of health exercise. It's really all about an energetic cin-
ematic language. Our collaboration wm; beneficial for 
the entire film. Working with Yuen was a great inspira-
tion for me -not only for film action, but for my film-
making as a whole (95). 
Any choreographer seeking to better his work should study the 
aesthetics of Yuen Wo Ping to learn how to work with actors, 
with properties, with rhythm, and with the pause. Tt would be 
difficult to do better, in fact, than study Master Yuen. 
••• 
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The 5th Ann·ual 
Philadelphia 
) Stage Combat 
Workshop 
FALL 2004 
sponsored by 
SAFD and 
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS 
PAST FACULTY 
Chuck Coyl, SAFD flght Master; John V Bellomo, Payson Burt, Charles Conwell, 
Jeff A.R. Jones, John McFarland, SAFD Fight Directors; Ian Rose, John Paul 
Scheidler, Robert Westley, SAFD Certified Teachers; Anthony Matteo, ewe I Professional Wrestler Samantha Bellomo, Arthur Murray Dance Instructor PAST CLASSES 
Professional Wrestling, Bullwhip, Running with Sharp Objects, Cratehook & Knife, 
Sword & Axe, Kali Stick, Katana, Multiple Attackers, Gratuitous Spins, Full Contact 
Srnallsword, Mambo Italiano, Skills Proficiency Renewal Class (additional $75.00) 
WORKSHOP FEE: $235 
Fee includes continental breakfast & Philly cheesesteaks 'or lunch (veggie cheesesteaks avall~ble) 
$210: SAFD members, union affiliates or earty registration (paid in full by 9/1103). 
$185: SAFD members, union affiliates with early registration (paid in full by 9/1/03), 
Call 215-888-4172 or email 
phi1ascw@yahoo.com for more details 
-- - - - a 
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THE BULLWHIP: A Cowboy Classic 
by Anthony De Longis 
photos provided by Anthony De Longis 
I rowing up on Westerns, one's love for the genre never abates. Western :films and television shows delivered 
much more than just superb entertainment. Anthony 
Quinn once said, "Ii is the classical form for people with dreams." 
They taught Cov,boy trnth~ and timeless values-- honor, integrity, 
responsibility for ones actions, loyalty to a friend. The heroes s:1id 
what they meant, and their word was their bond. Not a bad wde 
to live by. 
Two western characters that became favorites were Zorro and 
Lash La Rue. They brought a little extra style to the justice they 
dispensed. The sight and sound of their bullwhips slicing through 
the air to disarm the bad guy with a crack like thunder ,vas 
entrancing. The whip, like the long arm of the law, enveloped the 
evil doer in its coils and dragged him to his just rewards. 
ALlTTLE \VHlP HISTORY 
The whip, in one form or another, is one of civilized man's old-
ec:l tools. Pictures dating to 3000 BCE in both the Chinese and 
Egyptian cultures illustrate whips helping man control and moti-
vate a variety of animals, both wild and domestic. It is the .first 
man-made object to break the sound barrier. Although a con-
trolled strike could be applied when necessary, it was rarely used. 
The Fight Master • 
The explosive crack of the whip wa~ sufficient to herd stock or 
drive a working team, stirring their spirits and urging them to 
work together as one. The same holds true today, One can ask 
any rancher who has to move stock with a minimum of manpow-
er. A man with a ,vhip can do four times the work with half the 
effort. 
Whips of different styles, constrnction, and materials devel-
oped in almost every culture to suit the specialized demands of a 
variety of rigorous jobs. 1n America, the long heavy thong of the 
bull whacker urged the pioneer's oxen cross vast frontiers to the 
promise of a new life. The coach whip guided stage leams and 
mule trains filled with goods. Towns becmne cities and buggy 
whips drove the carts and carriages. Dog quirts still exhort sled 
teams across the frozen wastes of Alaska. These are but a few of 
the form-to-function variations in the evolution of specialty whips 
to help man perform his chores more efficiently and with less 
effort. 
Since the internal combustion engine eclipsed conventional 
horsepower, the whip has lost much of its prominence as an every-
day working tool. Travel to Australia and one gets some idea of 
the role the whip once played in that country. Australia is the 
world's last continuously function whip culture. The demand for 
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a durable, consi8tently high quality product makes Australian will not respond in the desired manner and the whip can be a seri-
whips arguably ous danger to the user and anyone nearby. 
the best in the When the whip is thrown, the energy travels through 
w o r l d Lhe ann and fingers into the handle and om th..; tip of the 
,\usiraLi,m co,Y- whip. A good whip multiplies all energy introduced to it 
boys, called Momentum increrises as the whip rolls ont, forcing that 
Ringers or energy into an increasingly smaller area due to the contin-
J a c k a r o o s uous tapering construction. This accelerating buildup is 
rt:fined this concentrated at i.he end of the cracker and produces a 
ancknt tool io sonic explosion when the tip of the whip hairpin8. Thb 
meet the all process is called the acceleration ofkimitic energy. 
weather rigors The speed of sound is approximately 1,088 foetper sec-
of a tough job. ond at sea level. The whip cracks becanse the accumulat-
The Australian ed energy concentrated in the tip has exceeded the speed 
stock whip, or of sound, often achieving velocities up to 1,400 feet per 
h o r s e m a n ' s second. Literally, fa::.ter than a 8pecding bulkL, th0 tip of 
whip, attaches (he whip !ravels over seven hundred miles per hour and 
the braided body'----------------------' can deliver a powerful blow to anything it impacts, eflsily 
of the whip to a long handle by means of a swivel leather knot. cutting through flesh and even bre.aking bones. Inherent respon-
The longer handle gives the horseman more distance from the sibility in the use of such force is evident. Obviously, one docs 
body of the animal and improves not want to hit anything by accident, 
dfo.:iency when mounted. Fast, cspecial!y oneself. Designed to 
light, and , cry powerful, the stock respond and magnify one's every sig-
whip is the tool of choice for the man nal, it deserves respect and de1rn111ds 
working cattle and horses in the land concentration. 
down under. 
A SIMPLE DlSCOVERY 
,vHIP CONSTRUCTION Wheu one picks up the whip by its 
The best American whips used to handle, gra, ity will form the braided 
be mn.dc from deer l1idc. The strength l1ody in(o an oval or inver(ed "U" 
and durability of the ~kins allowed shape. The whip works due to the 
the master craftsman to cut his strips acceleration of kinetic energy. Whcn 
ofhide thinly, This meant the braid- one throws a whip, it aligns with its 
cd body of Lhe whip could be signif- own structme and fomis a loop. This 
icanlly tighter ,md the action of Lhe C , , A rui. M,'..J'dl p . . hdps the v.hip to run fa::,ter until it 
fi · h d h' ,, d h rac1ang rr mp - 1u, c oslt1on , · . . 111s e w 1p ,aster an muc more'-----------------------' ultm1ate1y cracks. Usually thts altgn-
precisc. Kangaroo has similar qualities of toughness and durabil- ment does not happen until the last half of the whip, becam:e of 
ity and the best whips arc made froin the hides of these animals. the standard method of holding the whip utilized by most practi• 
For its superb balance, ease in handling and the beau- tioners. 
ty of its action the twclvc plait Australian bull whip con- One Jiswv-
slructed by master crart:srnan Terry Jacka, of Queensland ers that if one 
Australia is favored. An i1117cr braided core is wrap11ed turns the palm 
with a smoothing bolster of thin leather. Twelve individ- downward, the 
ual strands attach at the handle and follow a. spiral path whip curls out-
around the i1111er layers tapering progressively to an side of the hand 
attached single strand ofkath0r called the fall. This whip and forms a 
inside-or-a-whip construction allows intemal stretch and loop on top of 
compression without damage during the considerable the handle 
stresses that occur during the action of every throw. instead of hang-
Attached to the end of the fall is the cracker. This is ing beneath it. 
where the greatest stress and wear occurs and one wants 
something cheap and easy to rnplace. 
MECHANICS O.F THE THRo,v 
The critical 
alignment luop 
is formed much 
endicr in the 
One of the pleasmes of the whip is al:m one ofit'l great- ____________________ __, throw. The whip 
est frustrations. The whip always does exactly what one asks it to can roll along itself almost its entire length producing more encr-
do. lf it is not doing what one wants it to do, it is always pilot gy with much less effort. lf one considers for a moment that 
error. The message must be simple and uncluuercd or the whip water runs dov,n hill, why would one push waler up hill so it can 
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nm back down the same hill. That is the .sim11le advantage oftliis 
system: ease, ei'ficiency, and con8istency. 
Another way for one to think about it is most whip artists focus 
on throwing the tip of the whip. It is hard and fast, and it produces 
a big bang. They \vanL speed and they want accuracy, and the 
standard throw gives them both. They get the loud noise, and they 
cut their tm:gcts with great power and gusto. When one throws the 
whip, especiallv for 
film or stage work, one 
should stay as relaxed 
as po:,sible. Because 
one is usually working 
with a partner, and usu-
ally around a lot of 
people in tight quar-
ters, one needs a satety 
protocol upon which 
one knows and can 
count. The actor wants 
to slow down the 
action of the whip so 
the audience can 
appreciate the story 
being told. The whip 
becomes a tool to 
reveal aspects of the 
character being played. 
In the new rolling style 
that this author has 
developed, one plays 
follow the handle 
instead of throw the 
tip. The tip will arrive 
on target eventually 
anyway. By rolling the 
whip aboYe the handle, 
the whip always passes 
above or outside any 
target selected. lt will 
pass beyond ones part-
ner, crack harmlessly 
then return lo genily 
envelop the limb or 
torso, its energy 
expended harmlessly. 
One has tremendous 
accuracy and confi-
dence and cun use as 
much or as little power as nne clmoses. The system worb from 
every angk including verticals, diagonals, and horizontals. One 
can throw the whip 011 either side of the body, with either hand or 
both, and one knows the technique will work. every time. 
One should explore both .methods and see whal works best. 
One may want to acld something challenging and fon to the Old 
West arsenal. 
SIDEBAR: 
Growing up on westerns, De Longis became entranced with the 
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whip and wanted to have one so he cou1d be just like his heroes 
in the western movies. According to De Longis, "My parents 
thought I was nuts and bought me a Davy Crockett outfit instead. 
Forhmately, good dreams don't die, there flre just more twists in 
the trail.'' 
He got his first whip in 1982. It was a crude affair but good 
enough to get started. By 1994 with a few 11pgrades to his whip 
anienal and several 
thousand cracks later 
De Longis designed a 
slightly longer handle 
for his own bullwhips 
tlrnt made the figures 
he threw easy and 
acc11ratc from the 
ground and when 
mounted atop a gallop-
ing horse. He pre-
ferred a hullwhip with 
its unbroken connec-
tion from handle to tip .. 
His first martial art 
was foncing. He stud-
ied with one of the 
truly gt'eflt teachers of 
the sword, Ralph 
Faulkner, The Sword 
Master to the Stars for 
over u dozen years. He 
also trained with Guro 
Dan Tnosanto. When 
he began whip crack-
ing he was a full-
fltdged member of Lhe 
crank-it-hard and 
make-it-loud crowd. 
He soon realized he 
was ignoring one ofhc 
basic truths both teach-
ers had tried LO impart.: 
It is better to do kss. 
Muscling the whip and 
forcing it to crack was 
way too much work. 
De Longis says: "I 
fly in the face or con-
ventional whip tech-
nique. I'm self-taught, 
or more accurately, the whip itself taught me how to work more 
effortlessly and efficiently. My long time friend and directing 
partner, bd Douglas, and I had been working on a style that would 
extenu and prolong the action so the audicnc.; could better appre-
ciate the elegance of th~ whip as well as the skill of the Jlracti-
tioner. Yanking the whip across frame' just to produce a big noise 
no longer satisfied us. What we came up with is simplicity itself." 
+++ 
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and the subsequent 
• Increase AIDS a 
• Promote compas 
• Encourage financ 
e strive to: 
and their families; 
{al programs funded by 
Contributions to Broadway Caresl/J'quity Fights AIDS are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. 
A copy of the latest Financial Report and Registration fbr Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS may be obtained 
by contactinR us at 165 West 46th St. - #1300, New York, NY 10036. (212) 840-0770 or by contacting your 
appropriate State agency. State registration does not imply endorsement. 
Slapstick in the Acting Curriculum 
By Lloyd Caldwell and I(evin Otos 
Editor's Note: Kevin Otos and Lloyd Caldwell come tu physical 
comedy from different perspectives. Otos uses physical comedy in 
his Movement for Actors, and Commedia and Clown courses. 
Caldwell teaches it as part of the stage combat curriculum. As 
this is the journal for stage combat pe1formers and teachers in the 
United States, the comments are geared towards the stage com-
bat curriculum. 
I he average actor takes hundreds of pratfalls in a career. Prowess in physical comedy is not only expected of per-
formers, it is often taken for granted. So where do per-
formers pick up this expertise? Well, the least desirable path is to 
learn slapstick through self-teaching. This can be painful and lead 
to serious injury. Or the actor might pick it up in college. Herc 
the student might find slapstick taught in one of two classes, stage 
combat or in a circm skills class. 
Physical comedy can do so much to enhance training. lt must 
be kept in mind that physical comedy brings a positive dynamic 
to actor movement training that cannot be ignored. A few reasons 
to expand the sections on physical comedy are-
It puts movement theory into context. 
It teaches timing, balance, and teamwork. 
It encourages a sense of playfulness and awareness. 
It encourages logical problem solving using the 
body as the principle means of expression. 
It fosters freedom, specificity, and awareness in 
gestural life. 
It encourages the actor to physically engage in pur-
suit of an objective. 
It promotes ease and comfort in performance. 
lt encourages making the connection between 
breath and the resulting emotional life with physical 
action. 
It promotes the ability to act behaviorally rather 
than rushing to speak. 
lt fosters more expressiveness: students use levels, 
lower body engagement in action, body articulation. 
One should think about what goes into the training of a stage 
combat performer. Beyond the physical skills themselves, the 
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performer needs to utilize the principles of synergy, alignment, 
flow, intention, illusion, measure, rhythm, and last but most 
importantly, a sense of story. Tn pursuit of these goals one tradi-
tionally begins with footwork and then moves into skills training; 
tumbling, unarmed, and weapons. All along the line the students 
need to inculcate the principles mentioned above. 
The same set of problems in training young actors in physical 
acting are confronted here. Two of these problems exist on oppo-
site sides of the emotional response spectrnm. On the one hand, 
one often has in class several actors, sometimes but not all the 
time males, who bring a good deal of zealousness to the process. 
This can lead to over-aggressiveness. On the other hand one often 
has several performers who are anxious about the process and 
timid in execution. Finally, one finds students who sometimes 
forget that, in the end, they are actors and not dancers with 
swords. 
ENTER THE PRATFALL 
Beginning the curricula with slapstick sets a tone that carries over 
into the weapons training. lt sends the message that the skills 
taught in the course of the year have one end, to serve the show. 
No matter how well one wields the quarterstaff or takes a fall it 
is the effect it has on the audience and the production that deter-
mines a fight scene's effectiveness. 
THE NATURE Oli' THE TRAINING 
When the two authors were working together this spring, they 
had a conversation about the difference between an actor and a 
performer. The performer primarily played to and included the 
audience in his performance, where the actor utilizes the fourth 
wall thereby confining himself to the world of the play with little 
consciousness of the audience. One may disagree but take the 
time to expand on this idea. 
Training with slapstick and physical comedy, begins in the tra-
dition of the performer. The goal is to get the laugh. The actor 
plays to and off of the audience, Only when these instincts are 
alive does the actor move towards the concept as set forth above. 
Now the actor is prepared to play the rage and jealousy of Iago, 
or the desperate courage ofMacBeth without losing control of the 
his body and emotions. This process leaves the actor with a deep 
understanding of the physical conflict as performance. 
Otos finds that many of his students reported improvement in 
their "realistic acting" after working in, or towards, Commedia 
and Clown. Students also express moments of intense joy, and 
make strides towards overcoming their fear of failure during their 
work in physical comedy. 
Caldwell's students have told him that physical comedy gives 
the action context. It leads to a greater awareness of the perfor-
mance process. The more timid students have a framework in 
which to place violence, and the more aggressive students are 
tempered by the sense of play. This work is approached within the 
constraints of time. Though Caldwell does not train his students 
with an eye towards certification, he is very conscious that they 
need a solid foundation in weapons work before they leave the 
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program. Nevertheless, he begins the year-long cunicula with 
three months of physical comedy. He finds that the students pick 
up weapons work so much more quickly given this preparation. 
Oto8' program is quite different. Ile works with his stu<lenls 
for a semester on C!o,in and Commediu. The weapons and 
unarmed skilJs arc taught in another class by Kirby Wahl. This 
division oflabor allows for a more focused approach to phy~ical 
comedy. 
Physical comedy work can support the overall goals of stage 
combat training. IL is the integration of Lhe body, voice, and min<l 
approach. All of the warm-lips are geared towards awakening the 
entire performer to tbc work. It .~tarts witb the body. 
Each class begins the day with body warm-ups. But these are 
not exclusively the runner's stretch or the Sun Salutation. Nothing 
is wrong with tbese stretches, and indeed they are both used occa-
sionally. Warm-ups that move direclly towards pli.ysical comedy 
(hat also stretch tho muscles and warm them up for use should be 
used. 
Otos often begins with push/pull exercises that connect the 
body with breath and warm up the actor's responsiveness. This 
,;eries ofLecoq-based exercises can be performed solo, in duos, or 
in larger groups. They warm-up the student's body and breath 
while also leading the actor towards the movement vocabulary 
traditionally associated with Harlequin. Ostos learned these exer-
cises while studying cmnmedia with Ole Breld<e and Joan Schirle. 
A more detailed outline of these exercises can be found in Lccoq 's 
book, 1he Moving Body. 
Caldwell sometimes begins the work on balance with a warm-
up he learned rrorn Pbil Thompson at U.C. Irvine, the Kelp exer-
cise. 
First remove your shoes and socks and stand on 
a mat. Close your eyes. Imagine yourself on a 
beach. The sun is warm and the water delight-
ful. Feel the sand and rocks beneath your feet. 
Imagine the waves gently lapping at your feet. 
Rock forward over your toes, knees bent slight-
ly. Find the balance point. Do the same exer-
cise rocking back on your heels. Pay attention 
to the muscles that had to tighten to keep you 
from falling over. If you fall over that is fine; 
just come back to a standing position on your 
beach. 
Now imagine yourself a kelp plant. Your roots 
reach far down into the sand and rock, so that 
you are rooted in place. But it is not the woody 
stem of your body keeping you afloat; it is the 
air bubble in the top ofyom head. You float in 
the water, which is wanned by the s1m and 
moved by the current. Allow the current to 
move you. 1\llow your kelpie body to be moved 
by the passing school of fish. .Allow it to be 
moved by the waves caused by a passing motor 
boat. 
Now the ti<le is going out. As it does, the air 
bubble keeping you uprighl moves from lhe Lop 
of your head to the upper neck. Now it moves 
to the lower neck, the ba,e of the spine, and 
finally to your tail bone. And as the tide comes 
in, your air bubble rises as well. 
The purpose of this exercise is to allow the students to experi-
ment with weight shift and balance. Given ten minutes, the stu-
dents will have discovered many usefol lhings about their balaneti, 
and will be physically prepared for the next cxernise. Caldwell 
also makes use of varim1s single and team games. Ifo finds duo 
balance, two actors physically connected and st,iving together to 
remain balanced in various positions, to be particularly useful. 
The purpose of these exercises is to allow the students to experi-
ment with weight shift and balance. 
Thc:ie are just examples of,varm-ups that lead directly to the 
work of Physical Comedy. Tn addition, Caldwell 11ses the trcmor-
ing exercises of Catherine Fitzmaurice and the vocal exercises of 
Dudley Knight and Phil Thompson to wake the voice for use. 
Students then move to games that put an emphasis on active and 
physical imagination. Naming games, attract/repulse, and do-wop 
are some examples of exercises borrowed from acting classes to 
aid in Physical Comedy training. 
The student then moves to skill instruction. Here Otos and 
Caldwell diverge, as Otos' course is geared towards actor move-
ment training and Cald_well's course is geared towards stage com-
bat. Both teach many of the same skills: rolling and tumbling, 
falling, slaps and kicks, and so forth. All of these skills are inte-
grated as soon as possible into comedic scene work. To give one 
a clearer idea, a chart has been included, illustrating how 
Caldwell plans the semester of Physical Comedy work. It is hoped 
that the reader's curiosity has been piqued and set to thinking. 
Perhaps the reader has made the same discoveries in his ,,rnrk, or 
made different discoveries. The authors are obviously believers in 
physical comedy as a part of the acting curricula. It has led to 
some startling results in their students. 
Stage Combat Class Outline 
Class Concept Equipment 
Week One Introduction Syllabus 
Class Meeting One Syllabus Comedy Handout 
Warm-up Routine Form Handout 
Jokes 
Comedy Discussion 
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' Class 2 
Week2 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week3 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week4 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week5 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week6 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week? 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Weeks 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Status Lecture 
Physical Warm-up - Balan"'9 
Vocal Warm-up - Funny Noises 
Face Making in the Mirror 
Aikido Rolls 
Physical Warm-up - Levels 
Vocal Warm-up - Funny Noises 
Face Making in the Mirror 
Aikido Rolls 
Status Exercises 
Physical Warm-up - Levels 
Vocal Warm-up - Funny Noises 
Aikido & Back Rolls 
Status Exercises 
Classic Videos 
Classic Videos 
Physical Warm-up - Body Gestures 
Vocal Warm-up - Funny Noises 
Face Making in the Mirror 
Aikido & Back Rolls 
Status Exercises 
Physical Warm-up - Body Gestures 
Vocal Warm-up - Funny Noises 
Tumbling 
Striking 
Status Exercises 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Funny Noises 
Face Making in the Mirror 
Obstacle Rolls 
Tumbling 
Striking Hands 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Tirading 
Face Making in the Mirror 
Tumbling/Tripping 
Striking Feet 
Status Exercises 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Funny Noises 
Tumbling/Tripping 
Routine One 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Tirading 
Face Making in the Mirror 
Routine One 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Tirading 
Routine One 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Patter 
Routine One 
Mid-term 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Patter 
Tumbling/Tripping 
Wall work 
Body articulations 
Objects 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Patter 
Tumbling/Tripping 
Wall work 
Body articulations 
Objects 
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Mats 
Mats 
Mats 
Handouts 
VCRfrV 
Tapes 
VCRlTV 
Tapes 
Mats 
Handouts 
Mats 
Mats 
Handouts 
Mats 
Handouts 
Mats 
Handouts 
Mats 
Handouts 
Mats 
Patter Handouts 
TV/VCR/Camera 
Mats 
Patter Handouts 
TV /VCR/Camera 
Mats 
Handouts 
Objects 
Mats 
Handouts 
Objects 
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Week9 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week 10 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week 11 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week 12 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week 13 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week 14 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Week 15 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Final Exam 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up 
Objects 
Takes 
Project Two 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up 
Project Two 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up 
Project Two 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up 
Project Tvvo 
Physical Team Warm-up - Games 
Vocal Warm-up - Patter 
Grade for Project Two 
Physical Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls 
Clowning 
Physical Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls 
Clowning 
Ring of Fire 
Physical Team Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls 
Ring of Fire 
Juggling 
Physical Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls. 
Juggling 
Movie fu 
Physical Team Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls 
Juggling 
Movie fu 
Physical Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls 
Juggling 
Moviefu 
Physical Team Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls 
Juggling 
Project Three 
Sound table operation 
Physical Warm-up 
Vocal Warm-up 
Rolls 
Juggling 
Project Three 
Theatrical Firearms 
Project Three 
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Mats 
Objects 
Mats 
Handouts 
Mats 
Objects 
TV/Video 
Mats 
Objects 
Mats 
Objects 
TV/Video 
Mats 
Handouts 
Mats 
Noses 
Mats 
Noses 
Balls 
Mats 
Noses 
Balls 
Handouts 
Mats 
Balls 
Mats 
Balls 
Mats 
Balls 
Mats 
Balls 
Thea!rical Firearms 
Safety Equipment 
Ammunition 
Firing Range 
Mats 
Objects 
Balls 
TV NCR/Video 
The Henry Marshall Prize Fights 2002 
by J. Allen Suddeth 
This author recently had the opportunity to participate in the 
2002 Prize Fights al "The Royal Academy for Dramatic Arts 
(Rl\DA) in London, England. The Prize Fights haw been a 
yearly event at RADA since swordmaster Henry Marshall 
instituted them in 1971. They arc the culmination of the stage 
combat training at RA DA given by current .Master at Arms 
and SAFD Fight Director Richard Ryan and SAFD Certified 
Teacher Bret Yount. 
Briefly, RADA students who have successfully passed their 
fight test arc given the opportunity to participate in a gala 
evening of fight scenes and are judged by a pand of invited 
guests. These students arc given the main stage, access to 
costumes, sets and props, and are furnished with a lighting 
director and stage management. A professional director is 
hired to direct the production, and create a seamless evening's 
entertainment. The finished product is presented to the 
assembled students and the public at large. 
What a surprise to also find that Joe Martinez, a RADA alum-
nus himself, was also presenL to present the first ever SAfD 
Joseph MarLinez Prize for Unarmed Combat, sponsored by 
the SAFD. The panel of judges also included Henry 
Marshall's wife Stephanie Cole, John Barton from the Royal 
Shakespeare Company and RADA alumnus and Hollywood 
stuntman Richard Bradshaw. 
This year's awards included: 
The Hemy Marshall Shield for The Best Scene 
The Patrick Crean Prize for the Most Outstanding Armed 
Performance 
The John Barton Prize for the Best Fight 
The Audience Prize for the l\fost .Entertaining :Fight 
The Joseph Martine7. Prize for the Most Outstanding 
Unarmed Performance 
It was a stellar night, presented before. a full house with sev-
enteen fights presented. The material ranged from 
The year 2002 Shakespeare, 
marked the to movie 
beginning of a scripts, to 
new era for I c e 1 a n d i c 
the p1fre saga. The 
fights. With choreography 
the passing of was by the 
Henry SAFD's 
Marshall 111 Richard Ryan 
2001, the (armed) and 
administra- Bret Yount 
tion took the ( u na rm ed). 
opportunity to This author 
memorialize was honored 
him in a short to present the 
service before Patrick Crean 
the festivities Award for 
and to perma- A r m e d 
nently rename The Panel Discussion after the Henry Marshall Prize Fights 2002, on the main stage at RADA. Combat for a 
From left to right: Standing: Nicholas Barter, Principal of RADA. Seated: Richard Bradshaw, 
the event, The scene;; from J. Allen Suddeth, John Barton, Joseph Martinez, Stephanie Cole, Richard Ryan and Bret Yount. H e n r y The Prisoner Photo cmutesy of J. Alkm Suddeth 
Marsh all '--------------------------------~ of Zenda and 
Prize Fights in his honor. Marshall's wife and daughter were 
there, and many people spoke of Marshall, from his upstairs 
neighbor, to colleagues such as Jonathan Howell and Richard 
Ryan, and glasses were charged for a toast in his honor. He 
was remembered not only for his talent, but his sense of 
humor. 
This author had been asked to be on the panel of judges and 
present the Patrick Crean Award, and was honored to do so. 
The Fight Master • 
Martinez presented his award to a scene from Withnail and l. 
Needless to say, on that wet evening in London on December 
14, 1001, Henry Marshall's vision was continuing to be hon-
ored and represented and the SAFD was proud to be a part of 
such a w1ique 1;:vening. 
+++ 
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Starfire Swords, Ltd. 
Quality should speak for itself 
74 Railroad Avenue 
Spencer, NY 14883 
Voice: (607) 589-7244 
Fax: (607) 589-6630 
Website: www.starfireswords.com 
E-mail: starfire@starfireswords.com 
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by Michael Chin 
The 24th Annual National Stage Combat Workshops(NSCW) 
was ushered in by the wedding of Certified Teacher / Teaching 
Assistant Don Preston to Cutting Edge Editor Symmonie Steger in 
a very traditional ceremony at the Treasure Island Casino Chapel 
in Las Vegas .. On hand were the entire NSCW Faculty and Staff, 
as well as, the SAFD governing board and Fight Masters Dale 
Girard and David Boushey. 
The workshop convened on the campus of The University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas. A change in structure was put in place this 
year for the NSCW. Fight Directors/Certified Teachers Michael 
Chin, Mark Guinn, David Brimmer and Paul Steger were award-
ed the tasks of teaching weapons renewal tests and skills profi-
ciency tests in conjunction with Fight Masters Chuck Coyl, Drew 
Fracher and Richard Raether in both the Actor Combatant and 
Intermediate Actor/Combatant workshops. 
For only the second time in SAFD history, an Intermediate 
Actor'Combatant Workshop (IACW) was offered. Nineteen stu-
dents were afforded the opportunity to renew and add onto their 
actor/combatant status. As a prelude of things to come, IACW 
students performed their renewal tests in rapier and dagger , sin-
gle sword, broadsword and unarmed on the first Saturday of the 
workshop in front of a very supportive and eager to participate 
audience. They later were given the chance to perform Skills 
Proficency Tests (SPT) in additional weapons (knifo, sword and 
shield, quarterstaff and smallsword). The IACW, created as a 
bridge between the Basic Actor Combatant workshop and the 
Advanced workshop. lived up to its mission. 
The Actor Combatant Workshop (ACW) was also well repre-
sented as forty-one students from around the country attended. 
ACW students spent three weeks perfecting their fight skills in 
rapier and dagger, unarmed and broadsword teclmiques. Students 
were also given master class instruction in shoalin staff, knife 
The Fight Master + 
fighting, acting the fight, and sword and buckler techniques by 
FD/CTs Michael Chin, Mark Guinn, Tiza Garland, Donald 
Preston an<l Davi<l Brimmer, respectively. 
Weapons Night, a perennial crowd pleaser, had its share of sur-
prises. Maestro David Boushey annmmced that he was retiring 
from active duty wilh the SAFD and was awarded emeritus status. 
In a heartfelt speech, the maestro thanked eyeryone and 
announced that a memorial scholarship fund would he set up in 
his mother's name for a deserving applicant to the Teacher 
Training Workshop. He stated that the award would be perpetual 
and would be known as the Frances A. Boushey Memorial 
Scholarship. 
Weapons Night thanks went to Neil Mussey, Lewis Shaw, Mark 
Allen and American Fencers Supply for their generous donations 
of weapons that were given out as awards at the closing night cer-
emonies. A special thanks went to Massey, who donated a dag-
ger that was raffled on behalf of the SAFD and Broadway 
Cares/Equity Fights Aids. The SAFD raised over seven hundred 
dollars. 
The Closing Night Ceremonies were also a success. Paul Steger 
bcganlhe festivities with a five-minute mime routine, Man 
Against Balloon. Steger drew a standing ovation. The ever-popu-
lar Intern Awards followed Steger and the presentation of The 
President's and Paddy Crean Awards, as well as, awards for per-
formance excellence filled the bill. The Dagger Against Death 
raffle drawing, was won by David Brimmer and other prize draw-
ings closed the evening. 
It would be remiss not acknowledge the hospitality and gen-
erosity of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas who graciously 
sponsored the 24th Annual NSCW. This marks the fifteenth con-
secutive appearance at lJNLV. The SAFD has enjoyed its associ-
ation with 1JNLV and looks forward 10 many more years. 
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In wrupping up this 2003 Workshop Report by saying it was hot - both literally and figuratively. 'f'emperatures hovered around the 
115 degree mark for four days straight making it the hottest July on record in Las Vegas. If not for the rare but welcomed thunder 
slorms, lhe attendees surely would have suffered. Tentative plans are under discussion for a possible three section workshop next year. 
The ACW and lACW will be joirn;d by a much antidpaled Teacher Training Workshop (TTW). The TTW returns after a three-year hia-
tus. 
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Results of the SAFD's Skills Proficiency Tests 
Date 
:Jtisttuctor 
fcrson T~:;teu 
RD Rapier & DaRger 
.~ (lu~rterijtaff 
ns nro"clswmd 
Loc,ition 
A4Ju\'ttc.:,tt:ol: 
W.;apw1s P,of\c,len,y 
UA · Umitmetl 
Sfi $il1al~JWo{d, 
S&S f:word & Shield 
•··· SiS • SJrtj:lle Sworcl. l<'N Knife 
l1acnc;w<1l 
FAE 
RenpwµJ of /,~to1/.~041ba\eN ,;i.l'atµ;,; 
Fxarnlner's Miarafor Fxceflencc 
February 2000 
February 6 
Robert Walsh 
Scott Bmrow 
Jdfrey Calloway 
Justin Crowley 
Christopher Faith 
Devon Jencks 
Laiona Weaver 
Paul Ugalde 
Patrick Clow 
March 2001 
March 18 
Robert Walsh 
Lea At1tolit1i 
Laur,1 Wickens 
Jmne8Miks 
J11ke Suffi:m 
Timothy Carter 
Agnes Tsangaidou 
Malik El-Amin 
1td lkwlclt 
May 2002 
May4 
Robe1t Walsh 
DavidGravcns 
Jcnnlfcl' Shirley 
Sarah Douglas 
Harry Crane 
Augustus Kelkv 
Montroville vvtlliams 
Cdli LlShdl P1Lt 
Heather Scott 
Meredith Mitchell 
Tntjann Comij 
Brandeis University 
Dale Girard 
R&D UA Q,S 
R&D LIA l~ 
R&D UAQ/3 
R&D UAQS 
R&D llA QS 
R&D UA Q;, 
R&D LIA QS-EAE i\11 
R&JJ UA Qp-EI\E All 
Brandeis University 
Dale Girard 
LIA 
UA 
R&DUA 
R&D llA 
R&DUA 
Rl',·D LIA 
R&D UAQS 
R&D UAQS 
Brandeis University andA.R.T. 
J. Allen Suddeth 
UA-EAE 
LIA 
UA-EAE 
UA-EAE 
R&D llA QS 
R&DUAQ/3 
R&D LIA QS 
R&JJ llA QS 
R&D UA Qf; 
R&D UA QS 
December 2002 
December 13 
Paul Dennhardt 
Tim Venable 
Keith Nadnl 
Dehlia J\!iller 
Christopher Weise 
December 13 
Robert Walsh 
Hannah Grady 
B.J. Jones 
Greg Leonhurdt 
Gerg Pemlzick 
Ryan Purcell 
Robett Ilraswcll 
Chl'is!ina GrarKe 
Joseph Lanza 
Risher Reddick 
Brendon Scoggin 
Ryan Sypek 
Courtney i\bblall 
llllnols State University 
Richard Raether 
UA-EAE QS 
UA Q,S-fAE All 
UAQ;, 
UA-L\E QS 
Boston University 
David Leong 
R&D 
R&JJ-E,\E 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&JJ 
R&D 
R&D-EAE 
R&D-EAE 
R&D 
R&D 
AmberGr:w 
Jessie Hain. 
Bennett Leak 
Donald Rudnickas 
Jared Swanbon 
Phillip Tarntul,1 
February 2003 
February 28 
Robert Walsh 
Brilney Bmges~ 
Matthew Ji!slczek 
Jennifer LaHeur 
Roher! ,\ntonelli 
Trltano tvans 
Yacgel Wekh 
Bonita Hamllton 
Shuwanda Curry 
M,1ra Radulovk 
Andrew Fitzpatrick 
Kathryn Masters 
Amy Corral 
Chris Cardoni 
Justin L\udinoff 
March2003 
R&n 
R&D-I'AE 
R&Ll 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
Brandeis University 
David Woolley 
R&DLLt\Q;; 
R&D UA QS 
R&D UA C.W 
Rl',D llA QS 
R&D UAQS 
R&DU1\Q;i 
R&D ll.'\QS 
R&DUAQ_S 
LIA 
UA 
UAQ5 
UA.QS 
R&D 
R&fl 
March 13 Theatre School at DePaul Unlvcrslly 
Nicholas Sandys Chuck Coy! 
Riley Cooper R&D UA KN 
Jason Fleitz R&D LIA KN 
Wlllmn flcming R&D UA KN 
M.1ry Grill LLt\ 
James Immekus R&D LIA-EAE KN 
Eviu, Jackson R&D UA KN 
Ryan P,ilmcT R&D LL\ K:--1 
Jayson Rackley R&D UA-CAE KN 
Smneerah \ Valkcr R&JJ U1\ 
April 2003 
April 6 Swordplay Stage Combat 
Joseph Travers, Nicole Callender J, Allen Suddeth 
Adam Alexander BS 
Cmrie llrewcr 
Jon Crefelcl 
Nathan Decoux 
Knie Dillinglrnm 
Jared Hoffert 
Mkhacl McGui1 c 
Alison f.angs 
Cal Pedini 
Dnnieh Rapp 
Mark Silence 
Kriota Willbcrg 
April 6 
Aiigela Bonacasa 
Jill Matarclli 
Wm .. Michael Gmy 
Ehren Fournier 
Carrie Houchins-Witt 
Roher! Gewvski 
II!laiy Bm1mnn 
Andreu Menill 
Jonathan Tnwnsager 
Ti·acy Collett 
Amy l-formnn 
M!lrH Wolvertot1 
John Tovar 
Noah \~'assernvm 
Andrew Scott 
Brigitte Lehmkuhl 
BS 
BS-EAE 
BS-EA.E 
KN-EAE 
BS KN 
llS 
BS 
Bb 
BS KN-EAT' 
BS KN 
llS 
The Actor's Gymnasium 
Dale Girard 
SIS SS 
SiS SS 
R&DUA 
R&D UA 
LL\ 
UA 
U,\ 
U/\ 
UA 
LL\ 
UA 
U,\ 
UA 
LIA 
Ll.\ 
April 6 
Brent Yount 
Douglas Cockle 
Sallv-Ann Burgess 
The Swash and Buckle Club 
Chuck Coy! 
R&D LL\ BS-EAC All 
R&D SIS UA-EAE All 
Aprll 12 
Drew Pracher 
Case Westem Rcsewe University 
Rich Sommer 
Brian Byrnes 
R&D 
Emily Prazier Klingensmith 
Mary Gen Fjelstad 
R&D 
H.&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
H.&D 
Virgini!l Donohoe 
M,ttthcw Joslyn 
Cat Maclclox 
Simon Kendall 
Patrick Jones 
April 14 
,\ngela Bona~asa 
Gordon Carpenter 
Jim Gall 
Deh Finlkow 
Ap1ll 14 
Richard Ryan 
Allison llarkky 
Melinda nlakc 
Dan Campagna 
Evan Caqey 
Kristen Dcmergian 
Su:,,mnc Edgar 
Mark Geraghty 
Michael Gregorek 
Nalma l\foffctM/Vardcn 
David Moyer 
Seamus Mulcahy 
Aubrey Saverlno 
Sarah Smallwoou 
Megan Swertlow 
Alexander Schemmer 
Mebnie Waldron 
Eli7ftbeth Sibley 
Video Renewal 
Chuck Coy! 
R&D UA 
R&JJ UA 
R&D Ut\ 
Marymount-fordham 
London Dramatic Academy 
ChuckCoyl 
SIS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SIS 
SiS 
SiS 
SIS 
SiS 
SIS 
SiS 
SIS 
SIS 
t'\.pril 19 Crawfish Boil at Louisiana Tech 
Don Preston, John McFarland David Woolley 
Ann Harlan BS 
Tina Gramann BS 
Bill Henton R&D UA 
Lorelei Brannon 
Aprll 26 
D.C. Wright 
Tekolya BJ-own 
[ohn Cailson 
Chris Kuty 
NaLhanad Lock 
Taclyn Mastrnngelo 
Chris Rohde 
Jeff Saml~rs 
Barburn S Lurllc 
,\ndrew Weir 
Clarlss.1 Yearman 
Eve Zeller 
Rus., Brown 
Toe! Kelly 
Justin Barnum 
TonvWalker 
R&D UA 
Macomb, IL 
ChttckCoyl 
R&D 
R&D U.\Q,', 
R&D 
R&D 
UA 
R&DUA 
R&DQ,', 
R&DLIA 
R&D UA-EAE QS-EAE 
R&D 
LIA 
I,&D UA-EAJ: QS-EAJ: 
UA 
UA 
Ul\ 
April 30 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Robin McFarquhar David Woolley 
Zeva Bmzell R&D SS LIA-EAE 
Glo1fo Bigelow RS,S SS Ul\ 
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Morgan Rrown 
Corey Da11e 
Mary Dig11an 
Brandon Dirden 
Darren Hengst 
Philip ITcrrington 
Mick Hilgers 
Bakcstu King 
l ared Larkin 
Matthew O'Hrien 
Abhey Siegwc)rth 
Seth Shapiro 
Tana Smith.:man 
Tessica Zweig 
May 2003 
May 3 
Charles Conwell 
1\faria Konrad 
Daniel l\fellitz 
Corey Philips 
Todd RoJenbiser 
David Sweeney 
Carly Walker 
Ran,lal Moyer 
Joseph Aniska 
Justin Jain 
Kenrick nurkholder 
Stephanie Okupniak 
Mkhael Gatto 
Clayton Haske 
May4 
Timothy Pinnow 
Felisa Smithson 
Kevin Coyk 
Morgan Aklrkh 
Kelli Denney 
Kenneth Peterson 
Toby Minor 
BJ ,\ndcrsen 
Jeremy Gwin 
May4 
Bruce Lecure 
Kath1yn Ohrcnsu:in 
Tarn Nau 
Cecilia Torres 
Amy Anderson 
Corinne Palermo 
Mick Wishwatzki 
San!lago Mmilln 
Josh r:Jster 
Kate Huffman 
Michal Telem 
Lilli Wosk 
Samantha St·iglitz 
Erica Dorflcr 
Gayle Lopez 
Lindsay Levine 
Christian Mansfield 
Normand Rocha 
Eli Sunds 
Ramlall Pollard 
Sarnh Schreiber 
Grant Zabielski 
Brooke \ Vhitc 
Brittney D,1ley 
Mays 
Paul Dennhardt 
Dehlia 1'vllllt:r 
Christopher Weise 
J mTan Conger 
Cassidy Browning 
Nikki Mariatrs 
Adam Roscowic:1. 
Ste,·c Scalabrin(• 
R&D SS Ll1\ 
SS LIA 
R&JJ SS LIA 
R&O-EAE SS LIA 
R&D,EAE SS UA-EAE 
R&D SS U1\ 
R&D-ti\E SS LIA-EA£ 
R&D SS UA 
R&D SS LIA 
SS UA 
R&D SS U,\ 
R&D SS LIA-EAE 
R&lJ SS U1\ 
R&O SS LIA-EAf' 
University of the Arts 
J. Allen Suddeth 
R&D LIARS KN 
R&D llABS KN 
R&DUA BS 
R&D LIA BS 
R&D UABS KN 
R&DUA BS KN 
R&D LIA BS 
R&D UA BS 
QS S&S KN-EAE All 
SIS SS QS S&S-I'Af' KN-EAf 
SIS QS S&S 
R&ll-E,\E SS LIA KN-EAT: 
R&D-CAE SS LIA KN-EAE 
New Mcxko State University 
Erlk Fredricksen 
R&l.J SS UA 
R&D SS U/\ 
R&D SS LIA 
R&D SS U/\ 
R&D SS LIA 
ss 
ss 
R&D SS LIA 
University of Miami, FL 
Brian Byrnes 
R&DUS BS QS 
R&D US BS QS 
R&D US BS Q;3 
R&Dl!SBS Q'> 
K&D US BS QS 
R&D US BS Q~ 
R&D l1S BS QS 
R&D US BS QS 
LL\QS 
R&D LIA QS 
UAQS 
LI.\ QS 
R&DUAQS 
R&D U,\ Q;3 
LIA QS 
llA QS 
R&D LI.\ QS 
R&D llA QS 
R&JJ LL\ QS 
R&D LIA (t<; 
R&DllA QS 
R&D LI,\ QS 
LlA QS 
Illinois State University 
Richard Raether 
BS 
BS-EAE 
IlS-EAE 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
May6 
Brian Byrnes 
,\udra Resendez 
Sarnh Holenrnn 
Brian Hamlin 
Michael \Valkcr 
Christi Waklon 
P, Kalob Martinez 
Justin Vincent 
Brian Kroeger 
Will l>urgin 
Bob Galley 
Keith Cak\wcll 
Corev Sleeth 
Henry Layton 
Leraldo ,\nzaldua 
University of Houston 
Drew Fra:cher 
H.&D BS-J.:AE 
BS 
R&DUA 
R&DBS 
R&D BS-El\E 
US BS-J.:AE 
R&DUA 
R&DUA 
R&D LIA BS-CAE 
R&O 
R&DBS 
R&DBS 
BS 
R&fl BS 
May 6 Virginia Commonwealth U11iverslty 
Aaron Anderson David Leong 
Linden Tailor SiS KN-EAE All 
1\aron Robertson SiS KN 
Matthew Ellis SiSKN 
Wes Bartlett SiS QS KN 
Car.i Rawlings SiS ~ KN 
Darrell Rushton SiSKN 
13ranclon Kaye SiS 
Melissa Chauselle SiS 
Alll&on l letzel SiS 
Tosh rargnso11 SiS 
Topher Scofield KN 
Aus1in Corbet SiSKN 
Michelle Hordem SiS 
May7 [they fight] 
Donald Preston Chuck Coy! 
Holly Iverson lZ&D SiS LIA 
Tames Peterson R&l' SiS 
Zach Held R&D SiS LIA 
Kenneth Stiecrs R&D SiS UA 
Joel Allard R&O.SiS UA 
Zachmy lloftrtlman R&D SiS UA 
Paul Gilsdorf R&D SiS UA 
Greg i\larchand R&D SiS LIA 
Elise Anderson R&D LIA 
Symmonie Steger R&D SiS 
Mays 
Michael Hood 
Ilrandon llurk 
Emily Ehllnger 
Jcssirn Griffith 
lcnnlfer Heintz 
Michael Jones 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Drew Fracher 
R&D LL\ BS 
R&D LIA BS 
l r. Randy Mnjor 
Ryan Makin 
Kyle Payne 
Robert Rozycki 
Anne Savarese 
Urandon Snyder 
Christopher Steele 
Mays 
Tiza Garland 
Kristen ,\nderson 
Thomas Azar 
Erika 11auer 
Melissa Iluclmer 
Corey Lipscomb 
Lmurn Hauser 
Vincent Shakir 
Catherine Thomason 
J.aurn Byron Chaisson 
Brooke Harrison 
Daniel MereJith 
Tennffer Watkins 
May9 
Chuck Coy!, Angela Bonacas,i 
Lisa Brenneman 
Beth Lipinski 
LIA BS 
R&D LL'\ BS 
R&D LIA BS 
R&D LI,\ BS 
R&D UABSQS 
R&JJ LIA BS QS 
R&n LL\ BS 
R&D UA BS 
R&JJ LI,\ BS 
R&D LIA BS 
University of Alabama 
David Leong 
UA 
LIA 
UA 
UA 
LIA 
UA 
LIA 
UA 
BS 
llS 
BS 
BS 
Roosevelt University 
Dale Girard 
R&DKN 
R&D UA-EAE KN 
Ben Carr LIA 
Clayton Stamper UA 
Zachary l ord UA 
Jana T.lles llA 
Del1ise Chapman UA 
Robert Colpitts UA 
Laura Lodewyck UA 
Roberl Oaks UA 
Ashlee Parker llA 
Keith Compton UA 
Phil Canz,ino LIA 
Adam Grant UA 
Jvhitth~w DIPa~quale LIA 
J\.fatthcw Crowle llA 
Julie King Ul\ 
Lucia Rios LIA 
Tatyana Levy LIA 
Adam Ford UA 
Hlli Tivanninen llA 
Dave Wendelberger LIA 
1\manda l\larcheschi LIA 
Tony Lewis UA 
Jessica Dunne UA-EAE 
J.eslic de la 0 ll/\-f,\E 
John Tovar R&D 
May 10 Video Renewal 
Michael Johnson ChuckCoyl 
Chuck M,utln KN 
Sarah r:ron KN 
Arthur Rosenbllrg KN 
MaylO San Francisco, CA 
Gregmy Hoffman David Boushcy 
Kira Blaskovich R&D UABS 
Davis Duifield !Z&D LIA BS 
Andrew Fleischer R&D LIA BS 
.Jeff Galfer R&D UA BS 
Lisa .i'vlcCmmkk R&D UA I,S 
Prancls Rivera R&DUA BS 
Marilee Talkington R&D UA BS 
David Valdez R&D LIA BS 
Stephanie Weeks R&D LIA HS 
Christina Traister R&DUA l\S 
May 10 Baltimore, MD 
Lewis Shaw Chuck Coy! 
Julia Shapiro BS 
Thomas Brown l\S 
Don Prather UA BS 
~~ott Kern~ R&D UA-EAE llS 
Joan11n Higbee LIA ns 
Steven Hoochun BS 
Bill Lcamnn R&D LIA-EAE l\S 
David Mahl BS 
Charl~s Drexler H.&D SS UA BS S&S· 
Pntrick Kilpatrick R&D UA ns 
James Kinstle UABS 
1\lexnnder Marlin R&Ll SS LIA BS S&S 
May 11 Flghts4/New York University 
Michael Chin, ). David Brimmer Chuck Coy! 
Barbara Bmndt QS 
!Vlichacl lh!Jek llS 
Joel Garner R&D 
f.;ireg01y Anita HS 
Drew Leary R&D llA 
Jared Kirby BS 
Doug Castillo QS-L\E 
Joseph Yeorgain R&D f\S 
Mark Silence (tS 
Stcplwnic Rosenberg R&D 
Carlo Riviecclo QS 
1\dam Pearson R&D 
Joseph Jordan llA 
Paul Lange UA 
Brandon Sweeney R&D 
Lelia Shearer UA 
Melissa Meli UA 
ZHch Symons R&U 
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ii 
1:1 
I! ;,I 
II 
II 
Toshmt Sldis 
Ryan Goold 
Jared Hoffert 
Michael Yahn 
Scan Perman 
l\1elody Stone 
Amber Rivera 
J csslca V,iladcz 
Kathryn Ekblad 
l>rianMcKay 
fames Yeal'galn 
Josh Baver 
Emlly Rouch 
Clmk McCaslaml 
Mark Souza 
Tak Peters 
Sean Holohan 
May 12 
Steven Vaughan 
Peter Bennett 
Erin Chase 
John Alder 
Greg Pragcl 
Eliz<1bcth Oddy 
Jessica Scheer 
Katy PapA 
Julie Hur<.lick 
[ohn Wilrnx 
Ja1Clynn Carpenter 
Ryan Murphy 
Nick SantHsier 
Dave Autovino 
May 14 
Edward Sharon 
frin Ilohrnakcr 
Andrew Elder 
Scan Hamilton 
Timothy 1\kCmthy 
Heather Siebert 
Ilrett Van,lerbrnok 
R&D 
R&D 
Q_S 
QS-EAE 
LIA 
R&D 
R&D 
F&D Q_S 
BS Q;; 
BS 
BS 
R&D 
F&D Q_S 
R&DQS 
LIA 
llA 
R&D 
Ningarn University 
J. Allen Suddeth 
J,:.&D UA QS 
R&D LIA QS 
R&DLIAQS 
R&D 
R&D UA QS-EAE 
R&D LIA 
R&D UA QS-Et\E 
R&O.UAQS 
H&D LIA 
R&D Ut\QS 
U.&D LIA-.t:AE QS 
UAQS 
R&D LIAQS 
SUNY-Predonia 
Chuckcoyl 
UA l<N 
UAKN 
UAKN 
UAKN 
UA l<N 
LIA KN 
May 14 Northern Kentucky University 
Regina Cerimele-Mechlcy Drew Fracher 
Jennifer Bartholomew UA KN 
Lrlc Dauer LIA 
Ryan Horn R&D llA-EAE KN 
Robert DeHoff R&D SIS UA Q<; S&S KN 
Robert Dreyer II UA Q __ S S&S 
Kara Kilpatrick R&U UA 
i\ngel.i Kroger R&D KN 
Michael Knbiak R&D UA KN 
Daniel Nation R&D UA-EAE KN 
Bcth,111y Schuck 
Derck Shipman 
Phillip Wc:bstcr II 
Chris Wyllle 
May 14 
Stephen Gray 
Aaron Ura 
Justin Legel 
Christine Rambo 
Laura Vlnkavich 
fd Dnwson 
Stefan Panek 
B~n Uurnt 
Jeremv Perrin 
Alex Krochman 
May 16 
Jeff A.R. Jones 
Kevin Selcstok 
Heather Hackford 
Scott l'ranco 
Christopher Beaulieu 
Jesse Helsky 
R&D UA KN 
R&DUAKN 
R&DKN 
R&D UA KN 
Elgiu Community College 
David Woolley 
UA 
LIA 
UA 
LIA 
R&DUA QS 
R&O LIA QS 
R&D QS 
UA 
R&D LIA QS 
Raleigh, NC 
Chuck Coy! 
LIA l\S 
R&DUABS KN 
K&D LIA BS Ju\! 
R&D UA f\S KN 
lt&D LIA.BS KN 
May 15 Denver Center Theatre Academy 
Geoffrey l{ent David Boushey 
Amanda I:nnis R&D 
Ambrose Ferber R&D BS 
Bn:tt Wilmott R&D 
Brian Dowling R&D 
Brance Cornelius R&DBS 
Eric Pasto-Crosby R&DllS 
Et'ln Ramsey R&D 
Greg Adams HS 
Jim R,md,1zzo R&D 
Jon Noel BS 
Tulie Wolf llS 
Kat Michels flS 
Lenny Scovel BS 
Melissa Ruchong R&D l\S 
Terry Kroenung R&D 
May 19 University of Washington 
Geoffrey Alm David Boushey 
F1ancile Albright R&D LIA ns 
Masha Borovikova R&D LIA BS 
Allele llruni H.&D LIA llS 
Garrett Feek R&D llA BS 
Ben Gonio R&D UABS 
Marc Jablon RL¼D LIA BS 
Peyton I linson R&U,UA BS 
Adam Larmer R&D LIA llS 
Tony Nam R&D llA IlS 
Alexandra Tavares R&D UA BS 
Shawn TeH,,rd R&D LIA BS 
Teria Wilson R&D llA RS 
Lydia fort R&D UA HS 
May 21 North Carolina School of the Arts 
David Boushcy 
UA 
UA 
Dale Girard 
Michael Alshooler 
Michad Anderson 
Shanna Beauchamp 
Ian Campbell 
Ch,incc Cw·roll 
11morhy Danska 
Joseph Isenberg 
Jdfernon Isleib 
Jon Manzke 
Linda McBride 
Andrew Pastide~ 
Holly Pierson 
Brooke Roherts 
Renaidy Smlth 
Alana \Vllli.tms 
Liz Wlrth 
Freddie Bennett 
Jeff Brnroughs 
Eryn Cooper-Smith 
Abraham Cruz 
Cooper D'.Ambrose 
Timothy Keifer 
Issac Klein 
Cedric M,ws 
Paul Riley 
Ncillh SUversteln 
Andy Strong 
Adrian Wyatt 
Jessica Reynolds 
UA 
LIA 
LL\ 
UA 
UA 
ll.\ 
LIA 
UA 
UA. 
UA 
LL\-Ei\E 
LIA 
U,\ 
lli\ 
UA 
lL\ 
LIA 
UA 
l!A 
UA 
l!A 
LIA 
UA 
l!A 
UA 
lL\ 
UA 
May22 
Dale Girard 
North Carolina School of the Arts 
Adam Davis 
Katherine Fon.lney 
Christopher Donoghue 
Kmri Krause 
Wllliam Connell 
Diana Pel'cz 
Paul Schlapkohl 
Ian Mi;rrigun 
Krystal Mmshal 
Lois Gibson 
Neal l\lcdsoc 
ThomRs Mll1er 
David Boushey 
R&D SiS 
R&D SlS 
R&D SiS 
R&IJ SiS 
R&D SIS 
R&D SiS 
R&D SIS-EAE 
R&D SiS 
R&D SiS 
R&D SIS 
R&D SiS 
R&D SlS 
Kma Nelson R&D SiS 
Austin Herzing R&D SIS 
Megan Cook R&D SiS 
Demetri Saltes R&D SiS-EAE 
Sarah Haught R&D SiS 
Jesse Pntch R&D SiS 
Trevor Vamghn R&D SIS 
Nick Dothcc R&D SiS 
Q_pincy Dunn-Baker R&D-EAESJS 
Lance Kramel' R&D SiS 
Zoe Grobarl R&D SiS 
Morgan Carson R&D SIS 
Sarah Vicccllio R&D SiS 
Kelly Mcconkey R&D SJS 
Jordan Miller SS-EAE 
Sam ant ha Daniel SS-EAI: 
May 23 Louisiana Tech University 
MnrkGuinn Chuck Coy! 
Barton Pitchford R&DBS QSS&S 
K,lllnyn Wiley BS Q_,<; S&S 
Shannon Lee BS S&S 
Allison GIibert BS S&S 
Cathy Brehaut LL\ BS S&S 
Emily Loeffler UA BS S&S 
Jo1wthnn Jolly LL\ BS S&S 
Rachael Shaw LIA BS S&S 
Paul Pharris BS S&S 
Timothy Makin BS S&S 
Casey Franklin R&D IlS S&S 
Wes Smith SS BS S&S 
Richard Bennet LIA BS S&S 
Ty Cedars SS BS S&S 
Nlchol;is Harrison LL\ BS S&S 
M.iy28 The Lee Strasbcrg Instltute/N.Y.U. 
J. Allen Suddeth 
Aidan Redmon<l 
Martina Milova 
Alexia Hm-alambidou 
Judith Ualcich 
KC O'Conner 
Heidi Doescher 
Rehccca Brown 
Jon Meyer 
Erin Dawson 
Jac!vn T.auren Sokol 
Sandra Seeling 
Alexandre J'crrei1a 
nrandon Scott 
Vanda Snow Long 
Mmisa T.ee 
Meg Mcinerney 
Polyvios Kokkh1e,s 
Yuval Soffer 
Patricia Castcllo-l3rnnco 
Clm1din God1 
Nadeya Lath,un Ward 
Arli11dE1 Wilko 
Joanna Procopiou 
Jazmin Senti;; 
Yonv EiTan 
Alastair Boyd 
Ziggy P,iyton 
Anna Pllner 
Jennifer Mushkin 
May29 
David Woolley 
Michael Beach 
TJ, Cencula 
Jacob Owens 
Loren Wnlton 
Mclissu Brokaw 
'.lachary Laliberte 
Marissa McKown 
Octnvio Lam 
Jason Durdon 
Jacob Snodgrnsti 
Aaron Manby 
Chuck Coy! 
llA 
U1\ 
UA 
U,\ 
UA 
UA 
LIA-EAr 
LIA-EAE 
UA 
W\ 
UA 
LI,\ 
UA-EAE 
UI\-EAL 
U/\ 
UA 
LI,\ 
UA 
UA 
UJ\ 
llA 
LL\ 
LIA 
llA 
U,\ 
LIA 
U,\ 
LIA 
UA 
Colwnbla College-Chicago 
Chuck Coy! 
R&D UABS 
R&D SS UA BS 
R&O LL\ BS 
R&D SS UA IlS 
R&D SS U,\BS 
R&D SS LIA. BS 
R&D UA 
Rr~o ss lL\ BS 
R&D SS UA BS 
R&D SiS UA 
SS BS 
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' Partlck Capurro SiS Q'l 
Tiffany Lawson R&D SIS QS 
Emily Carvey SiS BS QS 
n-acy Collett R&D SIS QS 
Gemge \cncho SIS QS 
Shawn Goudle SiS Q<; 
Andren Merril] SiS QS 
Peter Stepnoski SiS QS 
Marvin Quijada SiS QS 
Juan "Tony" Sancho Sl~QS 
Emlly Highland SiS QS 
Jerimy Johnson SiS-I:AE QS 
DaYid Yondmf SiS-EAJ' Bl:-, 
May30 University of Alabama 
Tlzn Garland DavldLcong 
Lyndsey Kuhlmann R&D 
Corey Lipscomb R&D 
Aman<la Phllllps R&D 
May30 Vicleo Renewal 
D.C.Wrlght Chuck Coy! 
Eve Zeller R&DQ<; 
May 31 Cincinnati Conservatory of Music at U of C 
k. Jenny Tones Drew Fmcher 
Eric Ycllin R&D LIA QS 
Jordan Delp R&ll U,\ ® 
Ben Zelinski R&O LIA o_,,q 
Jon Catoe R&D-EAE UA QS 
Tack Lanaro R&D U,\ Q,<; 
Lindsey Hall R&D UA QS 
Erk Solomon R&D U1\ QS 
Susan Thompson R&D LIA Q,q 
Daniel Wisler R&D llA QS 
Ben Pitts R&D U.\ QS 
Derek Duane Hare R&D UA QS 
Mav31 
Chuck Coyl 
Jonathan Cole 
Willlum Hulings 
Michael Crowley 
Evan v\'hitfield 
John Armour 
June 2003 
Memorial Day Melee 
Chuck Coy! 
R&D LL\ BS 
R&D UABS 
R&D lli\ BS 
R&D UA BS 
R&OUA 
June 3 Linlvel;'S!ty of Cincinnati Preparatory Dept. 
Regina Cerbnele-Mechley Drew Fracher 
Rachel Mock R&D 
Kathryn Trauth R&D 
Emily Franklin R&D 
Molly Heitner R&D 
Betsy Holt l,&D 
Junes 
Angela Ilonacasn 
Andrew Scott 
Noah Wasserman 
Brigitte r.ehm kuh 1 
Andrea Merrill 
Drew Bogue 
Matthew CUegood 
David Kdch 
Glenn Proud 
Wm. Michael Gray 
Anne Foldenk 
John Tovar 
San<ly Van Bremen Cohen 
June 9 
Bruce Cromer 
Jocelyn Adamski 
Amanda Beetle 
Alyqc Kittner 
Adam Marple 
Colleen McI:lligott 
Scott Mllls 
Annie P;;sch 
Dustin Rettcnmund 
The Actor's Gymnasium 
Erik Fredricksen 
QS 
<t:, 
Q<i 
QS 
Q_.<; 
QS 
QS 
Q.<i 
Q,5-EAE 
QS-EAf 
QS-E1\E 
QS-EAE 
Wright State University 
David Woolley 
LIA 
SiS SS UA 
SiS SS UA 
SIS SS LIA 
SiS SS LIL\ 
UA 
SiS SS UA 
SiS SS U1\ 
Marv l\iice Skalko 
April Uzarski 
!Ma \Valkcr 
Megan Zleche 
llrlan McKnight 
Debrn Rko 
June 15 
Geoffrey Alm 
,\Ilsa MacLeod 
Matt Nelson 
Dorothy Cosby 
1\mbcr Rack 
Susan i\lotrico 
Eric Newman 
Christina nuchen 
Alyssa Tomoff 
Danielle l,elerson 
Simon Hamlin 
Jack Swaney 
May Naznreno 
Dcmonc Gore 
Lee 1\nn l Ilttcnberger 
Heidi Wolf 
Tune 22 
John Paul Scheidler 
Dorcm llechLol 
Daniel Burrows 
Mrlam Donald 
Paul r!d,ilgo 
John Harrell 
Mark Jeter 
Becky Peters 
Joann Sacco 
SIS SS UA 
SiS SS UA 
SiS SS LIA 
SiS SS UA 
SIS SS LIA 
SiS SS UA 
Freehold Theatre Lab 
David Boushey 
R&D LIABS 
R&D LIA BS 
R&D llA 13S 
R&D LIA BS 
R&D UA llS 
R&D llABS 
R&D UA BS 
SiSUA 
SiS LIA 
SiS UA 
SiS LIA 
SiS UA 
SiSUA 
SiS UA 
R&DBS 
Shenandoah Shakespeare 
Drew Fracher 
SIS LIA 
SiSUA 
UA 
LIA 
SiS LIA 
SIS LIA 
SIS UA 
LIA 
June 25 
Scot Mann 
Jason Armlt 
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio 
Chuck Coyl 
QS 
June 27 
Chuck Coy!, Mark Olsen, 
J. Allen Suddeth 
Tohn Manzelll 
Christi Waldon 
Danell Rushton 
Sandy Van Bremen Cohen 
Hemy Layton 
Nathan De Coux 
Robert Ek 
l,obert Hamilton 
Matthew Ellis 
Ai Foote lll 
June 27 
Drew Frncher 
Terrv Southerlngton 
Carle Donnelson 
Cathy Brookshire 
Austin Elmore 
j,11ncs Moye 
Rick Blunt 
Celebration Barn Theatre 
ChuckCoyl 
LIA 
SiS LIA 
SIS LIA 
SiS LIA 
SiS UA 
SiSUA 
SiS UL\ 
SIS LIA 
SiS UA 
SiS LIA 
Mary Baldwin College 
J.D. Martinez 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
LIA 
Tune 29 Swords and Surf Workshop 
Gregory Hoffman, Aaron Anderson David Boushey 
Gleru;se llanu R&D SiS UA BS QS KN 
Jud Van Willford R&D SlS SS LIA BS QS KN 
Steven Kam R&D SiS LIA BS QS 
Cory Wages SIS UA QS 
Laurel Kirk R&D SIS UA IlS QS KN 
Naruko Yoshida R&U SIS IlS QS 
lmJCe Chlnen R&D SlS I.IS QS KN 
Tiana Krohn-Ching ' R&D SiS SS llA BS 
Kymberly Lavigne SiS LI,\ BS Q_S 
Blake Kushi . R&D SIS BS QS 
Thomas Morimaka SiS KN 
Tlffany Burris SS QS KN 
Lisa Niemczura SS QS KN 
Sean Boyd SIS KN 
June 29 
Mark Guinn 
Shamcca .\shbv 
Joe Baker · 
Jmreu Baugh 
AlHson Bishop 
Blue Jacket-Xenla, OH 
Brian Byrnes 
sis sr,s 
R&D BS S&S 
R&D SIS SS 
Andrei Constantinescu 
I\ lclissa Depenbrock 
David Dortch 
llA 
R&D SIS UA 
R&D LIA q __ s 
R&DUAQ~ 
R&D LIA llS Pete fitzk.;e 
Ryan Gilreath 
Nathan Gregory 
Nicholas I larrison 
Wliliam Hickman 
Megan Hils 
Scott r,eakc 
Dylan Myers 
Christina :--Jorthrup 
Rvan Pennington 
Howard Shook 
Joel Sharpton 
R&D-EAE SIS llA 
R&DUA 
R&D-L\E SIS LIA 
R&UUAQS 
R&D LIA QS 
R&D llA-T'i\E QS 
R&DUA 
R&D SIS SS 
R&D SIS llA 
R&D UA Q..S S&S 
Alan Shockey 
Alexander Thompson 
CllffWilllams 
SiS S&S 
R&D UA 
R&D UAQS S&S 
l{&lJ BS S&S 
R&D SIS UA 
RfYD UA 
Stephen Williams 
Bobby Zinsmeister 
Jake Guinn 
Nichol,1s Griffith 
July 2003 
July 1 
John McFarland 
Toy Burns 
Andrt: Carriere 
Josiah Correll 
Danid Dauphin 
l\lason Hill 
Jazmin Gargoum 
Andrew Je,sop 
Jessica Monthle 
Dustin Mosko 
Daniel Nnllon 
John Pnge 
Nathnn P,1!mt·r 
Daryl Phillipy 
K.C. Stage 
Darren Vnn Michael 
Kate Bortner 
July 10 
Brad Waller 
R&DUAQS 
K&D UAllS 
PorL Hurrod Drama Productions 
Richard Raether 
R&DUA 
UA KN 
UA llS QS KN-EAE All 
R&DUA 
R&D U1\ KN-EAE All BS QS 
UAKN 
R&D UA KN 
R&D UAKN 
R&D LIA KN 
BS QS 
R&D LIA KN 
R&DUA 
UA 
R&D UABS QS 
R&D UA KN 
R&D 
The Shakespeare Theatre 
Brian Byrnes 
R&D SiS UA 13S KN 
R&DUAKN 
R&D SiS 
R&D-EAE SiS-EAE UA QS KN 
R&D SIS LIA 
r,ldk noroevich 
John Dewar 
Sidney Fortner 
Sheil;, Hennessey 
Dara Herman 
Tymberlee Hill 
Eric Jorgensen 
Anna Kep..: 
R&D llA 
R&D'SiS l!A BS 
R&D SiS SS LIA BS QS S&S KN 
R&D-EAE SlS-EAE LIA BS QS KN 
R&D SiS SS UA-BAE BS QS S&S KN 
R&D SiS Sf; UA BS QS l'l&S hN 
R&D SIS SS LIA BS QS S&S KN 
Hob McClure 
Alex Miller 
Rnb Najari;m 
Paul Nicholas 
Todd Scoiidd 
Stewmt Walker 
July 25 
Scot Mann 
William Brnck 
Suzanne Curtls 
Jenn Hunt 
Joe I<olbow 
Frederick Snyder 
Michael Crnig Storm 
Julia Watt 
R&D SIS LIA BS QS KN 
R&D SlS UA-E.'\E KN 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival 
Chuck Coy! 
R&D LIAilS 
R&D UA ns 
R&DUABS 
R&D LIA BS 
R&DUABS 
R&D LIA llS 
R&D UA ns 
July 25 National Stage Combat Workshops-UNLV 
Chuck CoYI, Drew Fracher, Coy!, Pracher, Raether 
Richard Raether, Paul Steger 
Mike flrafford R&D SS UA QS KN 
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T Fulton Bums R&D SS LIA RS QS S&S 
Andrea Da111111en11an R&D SIS SS LIA BS Q,S S&S 
Z,1chary nors,·y SiS SS Ui\ 13S (l_S 
Dan Grankc SS UA ~ S&S KN 
Paul llopc l{&D SIS SS LIA QS S&S KN 
rmn Hurley R&S SS QS S&S 
Cmig Lawrence SiS UA BS ~ S&S 
llenry Layton R&Ll SiS Ste LIA 1,S (l_S sr--,s 
John Manzelll R&S SS UJ\ BS QS S&S 
Catherine Moore SIS SS Q,'> S&S 
Keith Nadnl R&D SiS SS QS S&S KN 
Dawn Reed R&O SiS LIA BS (t3 S&S 
i\rthm Rosenberg R&Ll SS LIA 13S (l_S S&S f(N 
Stephimie Rosenberg SiS llS Q/, 
Lee Soroko l{&D LIA !:IS S&S KN 
Christi Waldon R&D SS EAf UA BS QS 
OavldWhltc R&D SS UA BS (t3 S&S 
Jessicn Morgan Rllff) W\ 
Wendy Nogales UABS 
Nathan Petts l!A 11S 
Justine Poulin R&D UABS 
Orion ProtonenLis R&D LIA llS 
Kris Prnett R&D l!A ns 
Daniel Pruksarnukul R&D UA BS 
Shannon Quinones UA BS 
Cara Rawllngs R&D UABS 
Auatn Saucy R&D LIA llS 
Cccilin Stinner R&D llA ns 
Eric Thibodeaux-Thompson UJ\ BS 
J8son Tipsword R&D UA BS 
Ahuic Toy H&IJ UA BS 
Brian Warren UA 
Jusl:ln Zalkin R&D llA 11S 
John Mmk Zink R&D UABS 
Lee Crouse 
Lucas Hanns 
Emily Ilindrichs 
JR Metngcls 
Joshua Marlin 
James Ogden 
Rick Olson 
Raven Pl!ten., 
Amber Q].1ick 
Joe l{ayome 
Megan Sauzcr 
Rachel Rogerfi 
McI<inky s,1yre 
Susl S<1yre 
Anurew Wallace 
Michael Walker 
R&D LIA KN 
R&D UA-EAE 
R&D U1\ 
R&D LIA 
R&D U,\ 
UA 
R&D LIA 
R&D UJ\ 
R&DUA 
R&D UA 
R&OUA-EAf 
UA 
U1\ 
LIA 
R&D UA 
R&D LL\ KN 
Ilcidi Wolf (l_S Jfls-m .\rmil IZ&D LIA t,S QS August 23 Arcadia Unlvcrsily 
Kayce A!ltson R&DUA BS Ja~ki Blakeney H&IJ UABS J, Allen Suddeth, Ian Rose, 
Paul Armstrong BS Marius Hanford R&& SiS SS LIA BS Qi, S&S KN John Bellomo 
Colbv Baker R&D UA BS Denise Hmcl R&D llA IlS Si',S Karen Snguc 
Brianne Bassler R&DBS Darrell Rushton R&D UABS Tom Wingert 
Chrisl0phcr Br.iak LIA Jeii Thum,1,011 R&D LIA llS S&S K>I Jeff ller.:rs 
Ca itiln Brandes R&D LIA BS John T(War R&D llA BS Cy11thia Spltko 
David Bunce R&D UA BS Claire Weber 
Susanne Durn~ BS July 27 Illinois Shakespeare Festival Lindsey Riesc,nberge, 
Alison Coates R&DBS D.C. Wright Rlcharcl Raether Charles Illi11gworth 
!\lark Crimans R&D UABS Robert Ek llS S&S John Zak 
Steven Day BS Jenn Kerr BS S&S Slrnnnon Quinones 
Joshua Doty UABS Rian Jalrell R&DUA John Lopes 
\\Tade Dugan UA \Vend\' Sm·er R&D LL\ Brlc111 McA1111 
Kelvin Hamilton BS Clndy,Pipkln-Doyle UA DougThoma8 
Zach lield R&D UABS Brett Cassidy 
Renjrm1i11 Huber R&D-EAE UA BS August 2003 Mfltt M'1lnhmt 
Jarred Kjack R&D UABS August 11 Theatre West Virginia Owen TI171011cy Shane Lowe R&D UA HS TizaGarland David Leong 
Maggie Macdonald R&D-EAE Lil\ BS Gusta\'o Araoz R&Dll.\ September 2003 
Kelly McLaughlin R&D UA-EAE BS-L\E Kim Rolcr R&DUA September 14 
Peter Milwlasky ITT llA Casey Campbell R&DUJ\ Angela t,onacasa Nmhan Mitchell R&O UABS 
'llira Catherine Chiusano UA Michael Crowley Ryan Mooney R&D LIA Will Cleveland R&DUA Kerry Christianson 
""-
- ---
____ " ____ 
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Rogue Steel 
Neil Mas~ey 
3738 Blanchan Avenue 
Brookfield, IL 60513 
(708) 485-2089 
neil@roguest.ee l .com 
www.roguesteel.com 
Starfire Swords, Ltd. 
74 Railroad Avenue 
Spencer, J\Ty 14883 
(607) 589-7244 
Broadswords, daggers, poleam1s, etc. 
Online Catalog 
www.starfirtJswords.com 
Virginia Commonwealth 
University 
School of the Arts 
Department of Theatre 
922 Park Avenue 
P.O. Box 842524 
Richmond, VA 23284-2524 
(804) 828-1514 
www. vcu.e<lu/artweb/Theatre 
To Advertise in The Fight Master, please contact: 
Tom Carr 
(773) 755-2271 
t:chjroscoe@aol.com 
The Fight Ma8ter + Fall/Winter 2003 
Chuck Coy! 
SiS QS 
SIS UA 
SiS QS 
SIS QS 
SiS UA 
SiS LL\ QS 
R&D SiS 
SiS Ui\ 
SiS 
R&D SiS UAQS 
SS QS 
SS QS 
SS-EAL S&S 
SS-EAI' S&S 
SS QS 
Video Renewal 
Chuck Coy! 
ss 
ss 
l 
I 
r 
THE SOCIETY Of AMERICAN 
FIGHT DIRECTORS 
1350 E Flamingo Rd #25 
Lao Vegas, NV 89119 
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579 
www. sate!. org 
GOVFRKTNG BODY 
President 
CffiJCK COYL 
6321 N. Lakewood 
ChiL;ago, IL 00660 
(773) 764-3825 
chnckcoyl@pro<ligy net 
Vice President 
BRIAN BYRNES 
School ofThcatl·c 
133 Wortham 
University of Houston 
Homton" TX 77204-4016 
H: l713) 528-3413 
W: (_713) 741-2915 
Bbyrnes@UH.edu 
Secretary 
ANGELA BONA CASA 
171"1 W" Su11nyside, 1.1 lF 
Chicago, IL 60640 
(773) 485-3098 
gooclhot1se@:hotmail.com 
Treasurer 
ANDREW HAYES 
De!'amv Cniversity 
Comm "Arts Department 
313 South Lornst Street 
Greencastle, lN 46135 
(765) 65'.l-0676 
A MH ayes@dcpauw.edu 
l"ight Master Repe.Yentative 
DREW FRACHER 
61 Don Jan Lmc 
IIighland Heights, KY 41076 
(859) 441-9433 
vernl0th@fose.net 
Fig/it Director Representative 
SCOTMANN 
73 ::iummertn:e Place 
Hallieshmg, MS 19402 
(601) 579-7765 
:icotmmrn@slagccombaLcorn 
Cert~fied Teacher Representative 
GF:OFFREY KENT 
3047 West 47th Avenue 
Denver, CO 80211 
(301) 877-2670 
gcofi1rnnt@atthi.com 
figh1directo1@at t bi.cum 
Actor Combatant/ 
Friend Representative 
ALFOOTEill 
l 7'J E. 78th Street, Apt 4J3 
l'-;cw York, _NY 10021-0462 
(212) 717-8117 
nyfcma11@h,,tmail.co111 
REGIO~AL 
REPRESEI\TATIVES 
New England 
RICHARD HEDDERMAN 
PO Bux 378 
York Harhor, Mb 03811 
(207) 363-0595 
l\'RRcgRep@safrl.org 
East Central 
DAN O'DRISCOLL 
350 \\ est 51st Street, Apt #31\ 
New York. NY 10019 
(212) 315-3956 
FCRcgRep@,cifd,nrg 
Southeast 
JOHN CASHMAN 
10353 Alameda Alma Road 
Clermont FL 347 J 1 
H: (352) 394-8522 
\Y: ( 407) :,60-1083 
SERcgRcp@safd.org 
Great Lakes 
JIM STARK 
176 Clemmons 
Hanover, lN 47243 
(S 12) 866-9344 
GLRegR<JJJ@safd.org 
Southwe.Yt 
l'Al]L STEGER 
2214 Atapl1a Ncne 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
( 405) 250- I 57S 
SWRegRep@safd.org 
MidAmericn 
(Temporary until Filled) 
PAYSON BURT 
Los Angeles Fight Academy 
4.,35 Van Nu) s Bl\(1. PMB /1195 
Sherman Onks, CA 91403 
11: (818) 997-3356 
C: (818) 694-5550 
MARegRep@,mfd.org 
Rocky Mountain 
SANDY VAN BRE1'fEN COHEN 
1429 Canyon Cove Glen #36 
Ogdcu, u"r 34,101 
(801) 627c6903 
RMRegRep@safd.org 
Northwest 
DEBORAH FIALKO\Y 
525 N, 62nd Street 
Seattle, V'iA 9 8103 
(206) 781-8348 
~ WifogRep@Jsafd.org 
Pacific Western 
RICHARD LA',TE 
The Academy of the Sword 
587 Lisbon Street 
Sm1 Francisco, CA 94112 
(415) 957-3622 
PWRcgRcp@;satd.org 
Foreign 
RICHARD RYAN 
IO Crnnbrnok l'arl, 
Wood Gre-en 
London N22 5NA U1( 
44 0 20 8881 153(, 
intcrnatio11alregrcp@safcl_org 
\\WW"stagcfigl1(,CCllll 
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FIGHT MASTFRS 
Fial,( Jfa8ier Emeritus 
DAVID BOUSHEY 
2723 Sctratoga L,me 
Everett, WA 98203 
( 425) 290-91)73 
BUSIIMAN4@prodigy.net 
Fight Master Emeritus 
.J.D. MARTINEZ 
Maple Spring Farm 
3786 Cullierntown Road 
Lexington, VA 24450 
H: (540) 46.l-3756 
W: (540) 463-8005 
111mline~jd@wh1.edu 
BRIAN BYRNES 
School of Theatre 
133 Wortham 
University of !Iouslon 
Houstc11, TX 77204-4016 
II; (713) 528-3413 
W; (713) 743-2915 
Bbvrnes@lJH.edu 
CHUCKCOYL 
6321 N.Lakewood 
Chicago, IL 60660 
(773) 704-3825 
chuckcoyl@prodigy.net 
DREW FRACHER 
61 aon Jan Lane 
Highland Heights, KY 41076 
(8'.'9) 441-9433 
vcrn 1 Oth@fusc.net 
ERIK FRJWRICKS1£N 
1425 Textile Road 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108 
H: (31~) 944-0116 
W: (313) 747-2296 
Ha11nis@U111ich"edu 
D. \LF ANTHONY GTRA RD 
969 LaPlata Drive 
Kernersville, NC 27~84 
(336) 993-3255 
FightsG L1y@aol"corn 
dgirnrd@NCARTS.edu 
DAVTDLJ!:ONG 
JOG North Slrawherrv Street 
Richmond, VA 23220 
H: (804) 25°1-2071 
W: (804) 828-1514 
Service: 212 382 3535 
clsleong@saturn.vcu;edu 
RlCHARl> RAETHER 
1834 Camp Avenue 
Rockford, IL 6 l l 03 
(815) 9/i2-/i579 
rraethcr@mac.com 
RICHARI> RYAN 
10 Cranhrook P~rk 
Wood Green 
London N22 5NA LTT( 
44 0 20 881 1536 
rkhard@st,1gefight.co111 
www.stagcfight.com 
J.AI,LEN SUDDJ!:TH 
131 Linden Avenue 
Glenridge, NJ 07028 
(9~3) 748-5697 
NYFGTDUtCTR@aol"com 
DAVID WOOLLEY 
3315 W Sunnyside, +/28 
Chicago, IL 60625 
1-1: 773 267 851~ 
W:312 344 6123 
srncn(a'interacccss.com 
dwoof!ey@popmai1.co1um"edu 
www.tl1cs,vorclsme11.co111 
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FIGHT DIRECTORS 
GEOFFREY AL.1\1 
li418 "NE 184111 Strc,et 
Kr.:nmorc, WA 98028 
(425) 483-1351 
gbc1ld@juno.com 
JOHN BELLOMO 
1217 Poncr Street 
"Philadelphia, "PA J 9148 
11: (215) 334-1814 
C: (215) 262-1591 
jvbellomo@verizon, net 
J.DAVTDBRIMMER 
124 South Bell Avenue 
Yardley, PA 19067 
(215) 493-131.l 
jda vidbrimmer@aol.com 
PAYSON BURT 
Los Angdcs light Academy 
4335 Van NuyR Blvd PMB #195 
Sherman Oak., CA 91403 
H: (818) ()97-1356 
C: (818) 094-5550 
PHBurt@aol.com 
www.4lafa.org 
DAN CARTER 
603 fast Irwin Avenue 
State Collego,.PA 16801-6606 
11: (~14) 867-1803 
W: (814) 865-7586 
<lch41!:!)eumiLPSU .cdu 
JAI\UE CHEATHAM 
W27N26465 Chri~tian CL W. Unit.A 
Pewaukee, Wi 53072 
(262) 595 2522 
swordman@ww"rr.com 
jamie"chcatha111@11wp"edu 
"i\1ICHA EL CHIN 
260 W 22nd Street Apt 3 
New York, NY 101111 
(212) 807-1004 
USC\\ boss@aol.com 
CHARLES CONWELL 
1252 Yellow 8prings Road 
Che,ler Springs, l'A I Y425 
H: (61 O} ~27-'7707 
W: (215) 717-6454 
C;hat"1csConwell@aol.com 
PAFL JlEl\'NHARDT 
942 E 550 Roa<l 
Stanford" JL 6 l 774 
(309) 392.-2300 
d1efprd0,aoLwm 
prdennh(@ilstu.edu 
DEXTER FIDLER 
1620 Ortlcga SlreeL 
San Franl'isco, CA 94122 
l4 I 5 J 564-6040 
ridlrnner(ci:yahoo.com 
RRFNTGIRBS 
738 E Mabel 
Tucson, ,\Z ~571 'J-9402 
H: (520) 622-2143 
W: (520) 621-Sl402 
BrentG@U.Arizona.edu 
GREGORY H01"FMAN 
Dueling Arts lnternational 
774 Mays Blvd, # 10-161 
lncline Vtllage, NV 89451 
(415) 606-3835 
gehoffman@att.net 
greg, ,ry@:duc Ii nga rts,cum 
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MICHAEL JOHNSON 
142B 12th Street SE 
Washington, DC 20003 
(202)543-2571 
mj2rd@yahoo.co1n 
JEFF A.R. JONES 
2917 Isabella Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27603 
(919) 835-3557 
JAKJones@nc.rr.com 
k. JENNY JONES 
Bard Alley Studio 
2924 Hoady Court 
Cincin11ati, OH 45211 
kjjones@msn.com 
COLLEEN KELLY 
University of San Diego 
Department of English-174 Founders 
5998 Alcala Park 
San Diego, CA 92110-2492 
(619) 260-7954 
colleenkelly@mindspring.com 
collecnk@sancl ieg,, .edu 
GEOFFREY KENT 
3047 West 47th Avenue Apt. 512 
Denver, CO 80211 
(303) 877-2670 
geo1l:kunt@attbi.co111 
RICHARD LANE 
The Academy of the Sword 
587 Lisbon Stn1et 
San Francisco, CA 94112 
(415) 957-3622 
ricl@pacbell.com 
BRUCE LECURE 
9830 SW 222 Terrace 
Miami, FL 33190 
H: (305} 234-7897 
W: (305) 284-4474 
Blecw·e@aol.com 
ROHRRT MACDOUGALL 
PO Box 23078 
Seattle, WA 98102 
(206) 522-2201 
clanrdmacd@aol.com 
SCOTMANN 
73 Summertree Place 
Hattiesburg, MS 39402 
( 601)579. 77 65 
scotmann@stagecombat.com 
www.stagecombal.com 
JOHN MCFARLAND 
3738 Hlanchan Ave 
Brookfield, IL 60513 
(708) 955-8767 
lstimpulse@emthlmk.net 
DR ROBIN MCFARQUHAR 
810 N01th Colar t/1 
Urbana, IL 61801 
H: (217) 337-0099 
W: (217) 333-1659 
rn1cfa1qu@uiuc.edu 
TIM PINNOW 
Theatre Department 
N cw l\lexico Stale University 
Las Cruces, NM 88003 
H: (505) 647-2667 
W: (217) 333-1659 
Tpinuow@N1\lSU.0du 
RONPIRETTI 
15 Leroy Street # 12 
New York. NY 10014 
(212) 675-4688 
rlp@yahoo.com 
RICKI G. RAVITTS 
2350 Broadwav #924 
New York, NY 10024 
(212) 874-7408 
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579 
1-r:ivitts@carlsonparlners.con1 
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NICHOLAS SANDYS 
2114 West Morse Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60645 
II: (773) 274-0581 
Voice: (773) 398-3034 
Npullin@depaul.edu 
ROBERT "TTNK'' TUFTEE 
353 Second Street #3L 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 
(718) 788-4957 
Service: (212) 869-3050 
nuftee@ix.netcom.com 
STEVEN VAUGHAN 
3400 Broadway 
Alexander, NY 14005 
(716) 591-3673 
svsv55@yahoo.com 
JACK YOUNG 
1041 Barnside Dr. 
Allentown, PA 18103 
(610) 336-4805 
jackyoung59@hotmail.com 
CERTIFIIW TEACHERS 
AARON ANDERSON 
1813 Norlonia Road 
Richmond, VA 23229 
(804) 683-3483 
adanderson@vcu.edu 
ANGELA BONACASA 
1714 W. Sunnyside#lF 
Chicago, II 60640 
(773) 485-3098 
gooc1house@hotmail.com 
.TAMES BROWN 
624 Gregg Street 
Shillington, l'A 19607 
H: (610) 796-0288 
C: (267) 258-2341 
JNBrownl2153@aol.c0111 
NICOLE CALLENDAR 
20 Belgrade Terrace 
West Orange, NJ 07306 
(973) 731-6343 
calundotf@earthlink.net 
JOHN CASHMAN 
10353 Alameda Alma Road 
Clenuont, FT, 34711 
H: (352) 394-8522 
W: (407) 560-1083 
johncashman@dl.rr.com 
GINA CERIMELE-MECHLEY 
2353 Park Avenue 
Cincinnati, OH 45206 
(513) 200-5866 
. swordlady@sprintmail.com 
BRUCE CROMER 
101 King Street 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387 
(937) 767-8510 
bruce.cromcr@wright.edu 
TJZA GARLAND 
3201 Hargrove Rd. East Apt. 608 
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405 
H: (205) 644-0828 
W: (205) 348-5283 
C: (407) 256-9215 
TizaG l@ao1.com 
lgarland@barna.ua.edu 
STEPHEN GRAY 
701 N. Leavitt St. 
Chicago, IL 60612-7972 
(773) 818-7972 
Sgray@Elgin.edu 
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MARK "RAT" GUINN 
Department of Theatre 
POB 860S 
Ruston, LA 71272 
W: (318) 257-4693 
C: (318) 614-1629 
mguinn@latech.edu 
ANDREW HAYES 
DePauw University 
Comm Arts Department 
313 South Locust St. 
Greencastle, IN 4613 5 
(765) 653-0676 
AMHayes@depauw.edu 
MICHAEL HOOD 
P.O. Box 748 
Indiana, PA 15701 
H: (724) 463-9192 
W: (724) 357-2397 
mhood@iup.edu 
SPENCER HUMM 
5765-F Burke Centre Pkwy, #125 
Burke, VA 22015 
(703) 626-8572 
slashm@aol.com 
DR. MICHAEL KIRKLAND 
427 Gloria Dr. 
Chesapeake, VA 23322 
H: (757) 410-0690 
W: (757) 226-4730 
C: (757) 617-7174 
michhil@regent.edu 
mhi11255@aol.com 
1\11CHELLE LADD 
12016 Temperance Street 
Htmtsville, AL 35803 
H: (818) 838-1424 
P: (888) 614-2700 
HRHMLadd@aol.com 
+ 
BILL LENGFELDER 
8724 Charing Cross Lane 
Dallas, TX 75238 
(214) 340-6306 
Sl\,fUProf@yahoo.com 
lengfeld@mail.smu. ed11 
TODDLOWETH 
1103 0 Aqua Vista Street Apt. # 10 
Studio City, CA 91602-3190 
(818) 760c4712 
toddlowcth@mac.com 
MIKE MAHAFFEY 
7435 Shady Glade Avenue #2 
North Hollywood, CAY 1605 
H: 818-982-3713 
C:818-749-8393 
mike _malrnffey@hotmail.com 
l\EILMASSEY 
3738 Blanchan Avenue 
Brookfield, IL 60513 
(708) 485-2089 
neil@rogucsteel.eorn 
swordcutler@earthlink.net 
DOCGLAS MUMAW 
PMB 179 
1866 R. Market St., Ste. C 
Harrisonhmg, VA 22801-5111 
888 930-6672 
drmumaw@eudoramail.com 
MARK OLSEN 
457 East Fairmount /\venue 
State College, PA 16801 
(814) 867-8119 
rneo2@psll.edu 
DONALD PRESTON 
1637 Selby Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55104 
(651) 645-2093 
theyfight@yahoo.com 
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GREGRAMSEY 
210 Riders Way 
Lebanon, PA 17042 
H: (717)272-7265 
W: (717) 665-7021 cxt.139 
Sabre@desupernet.net 
IAN ROSE 
1326 S. American St. #R 
Philadelphia, PA 19147 
(215) 468-8008 
Rosci@arcadia.edu 
JOHN PAUL SCHEIDLER 
125 Church Street 
Staunton, VA 24401 
H: (540) 887-0021 
C: (646) 337-7124 
jpdoe@earthlink.net 
LEWIS SHAW 
Vukan's Forge 
330 West 23rd Street 
Baltimore, MD 21211 
(410) 321-6519 
LonnieSC@aol.com 
EDWARD ''TRD" SHARON 
Department of Theatre and Dance 
Rockefeller Arts Center 
SUNY al Fredonia 
Fredonia, NY 14063-1198 
(716) 673-3 597 
tlslmron@hotmail.co111 
HARRIS SMITH 
5238 Prescott Avenue 
Lincoln, NE 68506 
(402) 489-6977 
hsmith2@unl.edu 
PAUL STEGER 
2214 Atu.pha Nene 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
(405) 250-1578 
psteger@mailcr.fs11.edu 
JOSRPH TRAVERS 
413 West 56th Street, Apt 7 
New York, NY 10019 
(212) 726 2400 
swordplay98@holmail.com 
BRAD WALLER 
8708 Kenilworth Dr. 
Springfield, VA 22151-1413 
H: (703) 323-7233 
W: (703) 861-3307 
GlobeFG@aol.com 
ROBERT WALSH 
60 Tolman Street 
West Newton, MA 02165-1020 
H: (617) 244-9656 
W: (617) 494-3078 
roh~rtwalsh@rcn.com 
ROBERT WESTLEY 
1912 Spring Garden St., Apt.# 2F 
Philaddphia, PA 19130 
H: (215) 981-0176 
C: (617) 620-5057 
dpwestley@yahoo.com 
D.C.WRIGHT 
1027 Derry Lane Apt 61 
Macomb, IL 61455 
H: (309) 836-6359 
W: (309) 298-1926 
dcheciu97@hotmail.com 
DC-Wnght@wiu.edu 
BRET YOUNT 
116 Boundary Road 
London El3 9QG UK 
020 8552 0775 
8Wordsrnan@compuserve.com 
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The Fight Master 
is a publication of 
The Societv of American Fight Directors 
The Society of American Fight Directors is a not for profit organization dedicated to promoting 
safety and fostering excellence in the art of directing stage combat/theatrical violence. The 
SA.FD is committed to providing the highest 11::vel of service to the field through initiating and 
maintaining guidelines for standards of quality, providing education and training, promoting 
scholarly research and encomaging communication and collaboration throughout the entertain-
ment industry. 
The SAFD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Fight Master, Fight Director, 
Certified Teacher, Advanced Actor/Combatant, Actor/Combatant and Friend. SAFD members 
have staged or acted in countless numbers of fight scenes for live theatre, film and television. 
Through its training programs across the United States, the SAFD has schooled thousands of 
individuals in the necessary skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective stage combat. 
Visit the blazing SAFD 
Website 
Call the SAFD Hotline 
+ Member Representatives 
+ Regional Representatives 
+ Certified Teachers 
+ Fight Directors 
+ Fight Masters 
+ Membership Information 
+ Regional Workshops 
+ Upcoming Events 
+ Directory 
+ Links 
www.sald.org 
The Fight Master + 
1-800-65 9-65 79 
For stage combat assistance, workshop 
information, and general questions. 
Call 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern Standard Time 
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DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT 
The Societv of American Figlll Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the 
quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the the1:1trical, film 1:1nd television 
industries. The SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country at universities, privately and at the annual 
National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate this information. In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three catagories: 
Actor/Combatant + Teacher + Fight Director 
However, one need not take any sort (?f test to become a member of the SAFD. Anyone interested in the art of fight 
choreography and stage fighting can join. SAFD members receive a 10% discount on SAFD workshops; The Fight Muster, 
a journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting l?dge, a newsletter published six times yearly with news updates on 
SAFD activities, policies and members. 
To apply for membership in the SAFD, fill out the form below and send to: 
The societv of American Fight Directors 
1350 East Flamingo Road, #25 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 
Due.s are $35 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are S40) 
Your enclosed check will cover dues for the current year. 
Please make checks payable to Society of American Fight Directors 
Membership Application 
socletv of American Fight Directors 
(Please Print) 
Nrune, ________________ _ 
Address, _______________ _ 
Jjyou have passed the SAFD Sktlls Pr.o,frciency Test, please fill out: 
Date Tested.:_---------------
lnstructor: 
·--------------~--
·--------------------
\Vea pons_· _________________ _ 
1 • Phone ______ ,,__ __________ _ Adjudicator.: ______ _ 
: E-mail ________________ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
~-~--~------------~--~-----~--~~-~-------~---~--~-~~-~J 
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The Societv of American 
Fight Directors 
1350 East Flamingo Road, #25 
Las Vegas, NV 89119 
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